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Livelihoods strategies of peasantry in Pakistan in 

post-reform era. 

Chapter one 

1.1 Introduction 

Pakistan is strategically an important country in South Asia t1anked by friends and foes 

like China and India. Spread oyer an area of approx.: 7.95000 square kilometers and 

populated by around 136 million people. Agriculture is still the main livelihood and 

major exports comprise upon cotton, lather products. sports goods. surgical instruments 

and cutlery goods. Rural Pakistan represents more than sixty percent in population 

(GOP I 1999). 

After getting independence from British colonialism in 1947 it has made impressive 

progress in many fields of life despite political turbulence from inside and constant 

threat of \\'ar from India. Pakistan' s agriculture kept on growing and successfully 

responded to the population gro\\1h and squarely benefited from the green revolution of 

1960's (Munir 1996). But the income inequalities in urban to rural and elite to poor 

ratios \\idened rather nmTo\wd in the last half-century of independence. 

According to the Economic Suney of Pakistan 2000-2001 2 out of 136 million 94 

million people are liying in the rural areas. Hence Pakistan is 67 percent rural. Male to 

female ratio is 51 to 49 percent respectiwly. The gender yvise literacy ratio in rural 

Pakistan is 16 to 5 percent respectiwly. The aye rage incidence of poverty is 35 percent 

in rural areas as against 20 percent in urban areas (GOP 2000-2001). The main reasons 

for the persistent poverty in rural areas are the ske\wd land ownership, inappropriate 

rural development policies and insufficient rural infrastructure. Higher population 

gro\\1h and public policy focus of the rural deyelopment programs on the agricultural 

I GOP-government of Pakistan. SAPs- strutural adjustment programs.SLA-sustainable livelihoods 
approach. 
2 Economic Survey of Pakistan is a yearly economic statistical periodical issued by the Financial 
Adviser wing of the Ministry of Finance government of Pakistan Islamabad. It not only gives the 
economic perf011l1anCe of different sectors but also gives the retrospective data. 



gro\\1h, which benefited rural elite than the rural poor. The previous rural development efforts 

largely went off \vithout making a substantial dent in the rural poyerty. 

1.2 Background 

Pm'erty in rural Pakistan is also embedded in the country's political history. The dream of land 

to the landless and land-poor has not been realized. And in one or the other way landed aristoc

racy has been able to continue hold over power. The land reforms of 1977 have never been 

implemented in full letter and spirit (Shahid* I 2001). 

Rural deyelopment could have been achiewd by the opportunities afforded to the landless and 

land poor rural people for diyersification of their income p0l1folios by reorienting policy ap

proach towards sustainable rural livelihoods. And rural intrastructure development could have 

generated faster and smoother shift to the non-farm activities in order to fill the gap generated 

by unequal tel111S of trade for agriculture versus non-agriculture sectors. 

Jamil (1984) elaborated that rural deyelopment programs with the names of 1) Rural \vorks 

program 2) Village aid program 3) People's \vorks program 4) Integrated rural development 

program imbued with the sort of green revolution strategy could hardly achieve their targets in a 

uniform manner lor all layers of peasantry in the country. The poor became poorer and rich the 

richer. The disparity and income gap between rich and poor and among the poor themselves 

became wider. Almost same were the outcomes of the Tameer-e-Wattan and People's Pro

grams. which 10llo\ved each other. 

The present government as the previous ones is fast implementing the structural adjustment 

reforms under the aegis ofInternational Monetary Fund and World Bank. Among other reionns 

the subsidies from the agricultural inputs are also being phased out. The cost of farm production 

is automatically being raised. And this change is not atIordable to all the peasants uniformly 

(Kemak 2000). 

I Mr. Shahid Hussein \\as lately the Chairman Federal Land Commission Pakistan. 
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GOP (2000-2001 :.XI) believes in automatic trickle dO\\]1 of the economic growth to the rural 

poor and emphasizes the gro\\th led strategies in agriculture as a part of the rural dewlopment 

process. The direct state intenentions in the field of poveny alleviation and thus enhancement 

oflivelihoods are based on the following strategies . 

• :. Establishment of micro-credit banks (Khushali Bank) in all the four provinces to improw 

poor people' s access to credit. And to encourage the micro enterprises in the rural areas . 

.. :. Rural infrastructure program under the name of Khushal Pakistan Program aimed at small 

public works to providing employment oPPOliunities and improving infrastructure in rural 

areas . 

• :. Food stamps program to provide food support to 1.2 million most vulnerable households . 

• : .. Disbursement of Zabt money (Rs.2.0 billion) to the poorest 2.5 million households. 

The above strategy marred with the reduced public spending on the social sector looks cosmetic 

in nature especially under the given circumstances of the macro economic policies. As the Govt. 

of Pakistan admits .. a disturbing feature of the economic performance in the past has been a 

persistent dichotomy bet\\Cen a respectable rate of economic gro\\ih and a marginal improve-

111cnt in the social indicators."~ (GOP199-l-: 1) in il:\.hn1ad (1996). \\"11ich is retlectiYe of the gro\\'-

ing trends in poverty in the rural areas. 

The abow mentioned strategies need to be probed in the frame\\ork of sustainable livelihoods 

and liwlihoods strategies especially in the context of peasantry in Pakistan. 

The layers, contours. texture and structure of the rural agricultural economy in Pakistan espe

cially under the contemporary structural adjustment programs and given agrarian structure 

suggest quite a complicated scenario. The policy framework based on the agricultural - rural 

sector is of the blanket nature and is just pushing the peasantry into the corner without properly 

accommodating them in other sectors. 



According to Frank Ellis (2000: 1-1-). "Despite the dominance of crop agriculture in Pakistan's 

rural economy_it is striking that crop related income comprises around one third of rural house

holds incomes in all years. The non-t~um income ranges between 30.7 percent and 34.6 percent 

compared with 23.2 percent and 27.1 percent for crop agriculture. This data is supported by the 

findings of rural household surwys in Pakistan." 

Ellis. (2000: 8) noted that conyentional approaches aimed at increasing employment, income 

and productivity in single occupations like fanning may be missing their targets. Convention

ally, both official statistics and social scientific analysis prefer to identify people's place in the 

economy according to their main occupation and profession and then to develop a body of the

ory and policy around the activity. 

Davies (1996) noted that household lewl diversification has positive implications for rural 

powrty reduction policies since it means that conyentional approaches aimed at increasing 

employment income and productivity in single occupations like farming may be missing their 

targets. Diversification as a strategy occurs both as deliberate household strategy and as invol

untary response to crisis. 

The accelerated deregulation. trade liberalization and privatization !l1 the country under the 

structural adjustment programs followed and reinforced the same trends, The unemnlovment r - .. 

greyv at a faster rate. Many public sector enterprises are closed doyvn after priYatization and 

many workers are being laid otT as a result of efficiency argument (Ibid.). 

As a condition stipulated to the structural adjustment programs (SAPs) the social sector spend

ing are reduced and subsidies for agriculture are taken back in a gradual manner. This is consid

ered as a temporary pain for a long-term gain. And a trickle down effect is believed to occur for 

the rural poor mainly depending on agriculture (Ghaffar 1995). 

After being marginalized and threatened by the total depeasantization the rural poor are progres

siwly devising their coping strategies in order to sustain their livelihoods. Rural masses are still 

and haye ever been working in the local civil services, petty trade, cottage industry_ migrating to 



the towns for bettcr income jobs or simply \vorking in and for the richer households to supple

ment their relatiwly meager farm incomes or heavily migrating to gulf Europe and America to 

find jobs. The foreign remittances still constitute around 5 percent of the total GDP and 15 

percent of the rural incomes (Ellis :::000). 

1.3 Statement of Problem 

Pakistan has been implementing the structural adjustment programs since 1987 (GOP.2000-

2001). \Vithin its main agrarian economy. land tenure is acutely skewed (Munir 1999). The 

population growth is still high (around 2.4 percent per annum). literacy rate is low (34 percent), 

the agro-ecology is no more sustainable. because droughts are gripping the country intermit

tently (GOP 2000-2001 Exec: Summary). 

Under the structural adjustment. subsidies from agricultural sector are being phased out and the 

markets have not yet taken the place of public enterprises (:v1ehmood 1997). A common thread 

in all the economic reform policies through out 1980s and aftemards is that agricultural sector 

has been badly treated and this has affected equally the \velfare of all agricultural groups (land-

100'ds. small o\vners-operators. landless share croppers. tenants, and wage \',:orkers (Mehmood 

1994), And " (he security ojmoJ)), ijnot most I'ura/lil'elihoods ill Pakistan depends in parr upon 

earning Oll income FOI7l the sale ojgoods and selTices ill product (mdIoctor markets . .. (Ha

roon-Akram 1997: 2) 

Cristobal Kay (2002) concluded that neoliberal policies in less developed countries generally 

tend to favor the rural rich and exclude the rural poor fm1her endangering their livelihoods. 

Over the last two decades negative impulses from economic policies going into the body frame 

of the agriculture sector are reducing and distorting the oPP0l1unities for peasants, Agriculture 

in Pakistan is responding differently to these circumstances despite its almost steady growth at 

the rate of 6.5 percent in the last two decades (Mustafa. Gill and Naeem 1999). 
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In this \ic\\. o\er the last 20 years (1980- 2000) peasantry in Pakistan has undergone funda

mental changes in every field. \luch has been changed. A gro\\ing trend of diversifying the 

incomc portf()lios through non-farm activities is the ongoing phenomenon in rural Pakistan. 

The structure of agricultural production is as \vell changing. This is mostly in response to the 

implementation of the structural adjustment programs by the government from late 1980s. 

Medium and large peasants are engaging in the non-fann activities and export oriented produc

tion for capital accumulation and reinvestments in agriculture: some of the medium and the 

small peasants opt for non-agricultural activities as a survival strategy. 

01"ot all of them either succeed or remain unchanged during their cfforts: some of them fail and 

slide into abject poverty. Because O\er arching policies of the gO\ernment effect all of them 

like\\ise but the response is different and limiting factors in the social structure are unewn. 

The question needs to be researched as to hO\\ are some of the strategies towards sustainable 

liwlihoods I'm'oring some of the peasantry and not the others. And \vhether rural diversification 

by the Pakistani pcasantry particularly to non-farm activities a liwlihood strategy to\\ards eco

nomic betterment or just a suni\'al mechanism? And what are the circumstances impinging on 

this process? \\"hat are the cutting points of diversification process between optional adaptation 

and inyoluntary response to the structural conditions by different types of peasantry in Pakistan? 

1.4 Justification 

There is a plethora of literature mailable on the general impacts of economic policies of gov

ernment on the agriculture sector. 0.10stly the economists have analyzed the crop responses and 

livestock production in the last 20 years. (Various issues of prDE 1980-2000). But the peasantry 

as a sub set in agriculture has been intentionally or unintentionally ignored. The same school of 

thoughts of social scientists is informing the rural development policies. Resulting into the 

blanket cowrage of the rural areas and merely benefiting the rural elite who are mostly settled 

in the posh areas of urban centers. 
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This study is justified in looking into the li\'elihoods of the peasantry in Pakistan and pinpoint

ing the gaps in the policy in order to make the peasantry successfully cope \\ith the changing 

situation in country. This is one of the rare studies of its nature aimed at the rural poor \\ho are 

land less and lands poor. This type of study and the recommendations based on it are a direct 

attack on the income inequality and thus rural poyerty in Pakistan. 

So far as my enquiry reyeals that research on this angle of peasantry in Pakistan has not been 

conducted. And the research into Jiyelihoods of Pakistani peasantry on the basis of sustainable 

livelihood approach is quite a new idea. Although this research is not \'Cry prescripti\e in results 

but it does promise a sufficient description of the general ground realities regarding livelihoods 

of Pakistani peasantry. Thus pro\ides a forum for itJrther research on the topic and scope for 

inter\entions by the state and ciyil society organizations in the pursuit of sustainable li\'Clihoods 

for the poorer peasantry in Pakistan. 

By and large this is a serious public senice to the nation and the state. Although the present 

regime is as \yell thinking on the same lines but still the policy gaps are there \\hich have to be 

sorted out. As per statement of the Minister Finance ;'111 the flllO/lcial year 20()()-2001, 

Rs.18-19.8 million inc/liding/hreigil aid oj'Rs 1817.6 millioll 11'([S proridedfor I he de,'elopment 

oj'r1lral ([reos. It'ith lhe objeClin! to proride illjj'ostmctllre and social amenities like COllstruc

tion oj'roads, slipply ojpo/Uble ,mler, l'illage electrijicoliol1 and pr01'ision olecillcotionaj and 

health facililies" GOP CWOl). This statement is in part renectiw of the GOP policy to\\ards 

rural liwlihoods. 

1.5 Objectives 

The economic policies of the government aimed at agricultural gro\\ 1h or food security of the 

country haw been effecting yarious categories of the fanners ditTerently. The structural adjust

ment policies:' are creating Illrther hardships for the landless and land poor peasants. In their 

struggle for sustainable liwlihoods they haw to de\ise ways and means (referred hitherto as 

livelihoods strategies) for more cash and dependable incomes and/or thev had to shift to the 

2 The main thrust of the study is on skc\\ed land ownership and structural adjustment programs impacting the 
ruralli\Clihoocis. 
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non-farm activities. In this process not all of them have been successful. And these effol1s are 

also not enough to cope with the emerging economic situation in the country. So the objecti\'e 

of this study is to analyze this \\hole process cross-cutting into the paradigmatic and policy 

issues in rural dnelopment. 

1.6 Scope of the study. 

In order to achiew the abow objecti\'e. the starting point \\-ill be the analysis of the impact of 

economic policies of the gowrnment on agriculture and their outcome for the peasants in the 

country. Next is the study of the land tenure system in Pakistan on empirical basis. The scope is 

extended to generally look at the livelihood strategies of the peasantry in a brief historical per

specti\'e especially in the post reform era (1987-2000). Counting on Ian Scoones (2000: 13) the 

principle of optimal ignorance is applied \\hile dealing \vith different elements of the SLA in 

this study in order to remain \\ithin the allO\ved space and size of the research paper by the 

Institute of Social Studies. 

1.7 Organization of the research paper 

The study is organized into six chapters], described below. 

Chapter 2. This chapter conceptualizes the sustainable rural livelihood model applied in this 

study. The application prospects of this model to the contemporary rural Pakistan are discussed. 

An analytical base is laid in this chapter to build up the cross cutting argument on livelihoods 

strategies of peasantry in Pakistan in the present macroeconomic environment, bring into focus 

the SLA and policy in together the arena of rural development. 

Chapter 3. In the contextual analysis, the impact of structural adjustments in agriculture sector 

is examined. It is generally argued that the SAPs are creating livelihoods hardships for the peas

antry. Some details about the agro-ecological impacts of the policies under the structural ad

justment programs are discussed. 

:; iVlajor terms used. Livelihoods Strategy. Structural adjustment programs_ Skewedland-O\\I1ership_ 
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:-,rext section brietly brings some other contexts into limelight. political history of rural Pakistan 

and other aspects like demography and terms of trade for agriculture to objectify the contempo

rary inputs into policy. 

Chapter"'. In this chapter empirical evidence is provided to\vards ske\ved land O\\"l1ership in 

Pakistan. Which is another constraining factor in the sustainable li\'elihoods of the peasantry. 

Thorough this examination a need for land tenure reforms is brought about. The political econ

omy of land reforms in Pakistan is also described in this chapter. 

Next section as \yell discusses the impinging impact of land o\vnership as a critical resource on 

the access to other resources and entitlements. \\hich together make the rural livelihoods. 

A broad discussion on the mediating institutions and organizations is also given in this chapter. 

It is argued that institutions can not be discussed \vithout contextualizing them in history. relig

ion. tradition and politics. A fresh approach to\vards rebuilding institutional setup for peasantry 

in Pakistan or to gear up the same in their I'm'or is one of the basic needs to construct for them 

sustainable livelihoods. 

Chapter 5. Li\Clihood Strategies of the peasantry are described in this part of the study. The 

agricultural restructuring. and shift to the non-farm activities are the hinging point of arguments 

in this chapter. J\1igration and intensification! extensification are not considered for the paucity 

of space and data. The footnotes describe the methodology of data analysis at this stage. In the 

conclusion results are gi\·en. 

Chapter 6. Summary_ conclusions. outcomes and recommendations are briefly described in this 

chapter. A critical analysis of the rural development policy of GOP and critique of the applica

tion of the SLA to rural Pakistan is developed. Further research question is as well recom

mended in this last chapter. ending with the limitations of this study. 
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Chapter T\vo 

Analytical framework 

This chapter introduces a broader layout of the case study in the frame\york of sustainable liw

lihood approach. After attempting to explain the concepts used in the liyelihood approach. the 

objective to locate this case study in this new and innovative model of livelihoods is elaborated. 

Supposedly. livelihoods in rural Pakistan can be better understood. constructed and sustained 

through this approach. 

2.1 IDS framework of analysis 

As said above. sustainable rural livelihood model informs this research. The study is based on 

the frame\york for analysis of rural 1iwlihoods as dew loped by several authors and expounders 

of the livelihoods approach e.g. Chambers. COl1\yay, Ellis, Scoones and Carney in their literary 

\\orks and \\'orking papers.) in pursuit of sustainable liwlihoods at IDS and other forums. 

This fra111e\\ork systematically analyses the sustainabilitv of the rural livelihoods \\hile dis-

cussmg. 

I.Contexts. conditions and trends. \vhile bringing the policy (based on politics. history. agro

ecology. macroeconomic conditions etc) into focus. 

2. Livelihood resources based on natural. economic. human and social capital. 

3.Institutions and organizations mediating the access of people to the abO\'e-mentioned re

sources or to the different combinations ofthe111. 

See reference section. 
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4.Li\Clihoods strategies. portfolios and path\\ays including li\Clihoods diversification. 111lgra-

tion and agricultural intensification/ extensification. 

5.0utcomes for the li\Clihoods and their sustainability as manifested in reduction of poverty. 

increased \yorking days, enhanced capabilities and resilience of the li\Clihoods within the gi\c11 

natural resource base. 

2.2 Rural livelihoods Approach. 

Livelihoods. The concept of li\Clihoods is not easy to capture. Livelihood is multidimensional 

in focus and derives its force as a \\hole from society and 110t only from economics Sajor 

(1999: 1). He supports his argument further quoting Crehen (1992: 90-91) that !i1'e!ihood is 

sociall:)' embedded (lnd can not be separClled out as an exclusl1'e domain .Its examination should 

theref(JI'e illmi1'e not onl)' looking into the physical and h1lman resources thut hOllseholds COII/

}))ClI7d to make a Ih'ing to reproduce thems-elres. It should also entail exploring social relations. 

The dictionary meamng of li\'tlihoods is a means to living. But in Chambers and Conway 

(1992: 7) a li\CIihood comprises the capabilities. assets) (stores, claims and access6 and activi

ties required for a means of living. Same definition with a little modification is used by Scoones 

(1998). A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope \vith the risks and shocks and can re-

emerge intact. 

A livelihood according to Ellis (2000) is defined as comprising on the assets (natural, h1lman, 

financial and social). the actirities und access to these (mediated b)' social relations and insti

tlltiom) that together determine the !iring gained by the indiridual or hOllsehold. 

The IDS Team (Scoones 2000; 3) defines li\Clihood comprising the capabilities, assets and 

activities for a means of living. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope \vith and recover 

, Followcrs of the Chambers and COimay about livelihoods like Scooncs identify five categories of capital natu
ral capital. physical capital. human capital. financial capital and social capital. These categories arc explained 
timher as llsed later. 
(, Access is defined by the rules and social norms that determine the differential ability of people in rural area to 
o\\'n . control .othel'\\'ise claim or make llse ofrcsoLlrces sLlch as land common propcrty.( Scoones 1998) 
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from stresses and shocks maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets \yhile not undermining 

the natural resource base, 

S\\ift (1989) \\ent on to say that the core of a li\'elihood could be expressed as a li\ing with 

people and tangible assets contributing to it, The tangible assets commanded by a household are 

stores such as food stocks. valuable stores like gold in jewelry and resources such as land. live

stock and utensils etc, The intangible assets are claims. \yhich can be made of material. moral or 

practical support. and access means the opportunity in practice to use a sen'ice. store or a re

source through information. income or technology, 

But the livelihood concept can not be captured \\ithout grappling the concept of capabilities. 

\vhich enable a person's human agency, So capabilities. as deri\Cd from Sen (1997) refer to the 

ability of individuals to realize their potential as human beings in the sense of both being and 

doing, RefelTing to a set of altemati\Cs that a person can achiew \vith his or economic. social. 

social and personal characteristics, 

Ellis (2000: 15) further elaborates that rural li\Clihood diversification is defined as the process 

by \\hich rural households construct an increasingly di\'erse portfolio of activities and assets in 

order to sunive and to imprO\e their standard of living, Diversity refers to the existence at a 

point in time of many different income resources, Li\Clihood strategies (including diwrsifica

tion) of the peasantry in Pakistan like other de\'eloping countries are diwrse and often complex, 

They can be compared to those of hedges and foxes. after the saying of Archilocus that • the/crt 

has mOll)' ideos hilt the hedgehog has one big ideo. "(In Chambers 2000), 

So I capture diwrsification concept as an instrument to enhance the final outcome \\hich re

tlects itself in sustainable or less unsustainable livelihoods. given the contexts remain neutral or 

supportive. \Vhere1'rom the necessity of improving access of the rural poor to assets/capitals 

through the mediating institutions /organizations arise. This access has the other dimension too 

and that is the capabilities, human capital. rural infrastructure. legal frame\\ork and market 

information: all of them including others lead to sustainable livelihoods. 
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2.3 Application of Sustainable livelihoods Approach (SLA) to the Pakistan's 

case study. 

The concept of sustainable rural livelihoods is central to the debate about rural development. 

Scoones (2000: 3). The experimental operationalization of this approach is going on in Bangla

desh. Ethiopia and Mali (ibid.). DFID -IDS supported study project (May 1998- July 1998) in 

Pakistan have identified generalized difficulties and prospects for the application of this model 

in different sectors for development. It is also being tested in the urban transport sector and as a 

Ci\'il Society Alternative in Pakistan (Tariq 1998). 

In Northern Areas of Pakistan Agha Khan Rural Supports Program (AKRSP) and follo\ving 

them Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP) are chalking out the poverty alleviation strategies 

on the foundations of SLA (w\\\\.livclihoods.on,,- ). The ring institute to tide over the conceptual 

and institutional ditliculties for SLA in Pakistan is the Sustainable Development Policy Institute 

in Islamabad (Tariq 1998). 

The main objective of the application of rural livelihood approach to the following case study is 

to bring this frame\\ork into the policy analysis of rural development in Pakistan with the basic 

pursuit of rural pO\'erty alleviation through looking into the livelihoods strategies of the peas

antry. Of course SLA is the favorite of DFID and many INGOs 7 are practicing it on experi

mental basis in the other parts of the developing world too. 

Official statistics like Economic Survey of Pakistan, Agricultural Census and ten yearly general 

population census have been identifying people's places in economy according to their main 

professions. And the policy emanating from these statistics has been likewise shaped. Thus rural 

development policies largely are backed by a support for increased farm output. Which have the 

initial pitfall of benefiting the landed aristocracy and rural elite instead of vast majority of rural 

poor who comprise on the landless and land poor ( Ellis 2000). 

"In dismal1tlil1g sector lerel policies a WIClI1Il71 appears in lInderstanding the links between local 

lerel derelopmel7t initiath'es (flld macro policies emanating FOl71 struc/lIra! adjustment pro-

Sustainable Livelihoods Approach. Depal1ment for International Development. International NGOs 
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grams, Where lil'eli/7oods strategies f{Jrge essential COllnections hetl1'een micro cirClimstal1Ces 

and l7lucro contexts (BerryI986: Lipton and Ravillion. 1995) in Ellis :2000, 

A comprehensive understanding of the livelihood diwrsification for the policy analysis in rural 

Pakistan's context is to catch the bull by the horns. Because household lewl diversification has 

implications for rural powrty reduction, Although livelihoods di\'ersification is equally good in 

the context of urban industrial society but given the conditions in rural Pakistan this approach in 

policy can push fOr\\ard the pace of dewlopment \vhere household receives fifteen percent of 

income from family members \yorking in the Persian gulf (Von Braun and Pandya-Lorch, 1991 

in Ellis 2000.) and farm incomes of the poorer peasants are d\\indling OWl' time, 

A major vantage point of using this approach is that liyelihoods diwrsitication cuts across the 

rural dewlopment themes like household coping strategies, household risk strategies, rural -

urban migration. But in the \\ay of solving its conceptual diHiculties it is said that diversifica

tion may occur both as a deliberate household strategy and as an im'oluntary response to a cri

sis, It can act as safety val\e for the poor and as a means of accumulation for the rural rich, 

2.4 Location of study in the SLA Model 

In the contextual analysis of conditions and trends and policy analysis the political history of 

land reforms. contemporary local go\'ernment system. political conditions especially after the 

implementation of po\\er devolution plan. macro economic policies since early 1980s. terms of 

trade for agriculture (peasantry). population pressure. and agro-ecological climatic conditions 

(droughts) are discussed in ditTerent chapters of the study, 

In the analysis of livelihood resources some types of assets are discussed including land hold

ings. crops, liwstock. credit etc, It is argued that people' s assets are not merely means through 

\\hich they make a living: they also gi\'e meaning to the person's \\orld (Bebbington 1999; 

2022), The discussion about natural assets in the environment. soils and water is grappled in the 

chapter three, And it is further argued that assets are not only the resources that people use in 

building livelihoods but these are the means through \\hich people get capability (Bebbington 

1999; 2022), 
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It is hard to delineate the assets and capitals from each other and looks very mechanical to de

segregate the rural assets in social and human categories like family. gender. age. population. 

health. education from each other. But these categories can be seen discussed in different chap

ters of the study. 

Institutions mediating the access of the peasantry to the resource base in the rural areas are 

discussed \vith reference to family. gender. religion, tradition. broader agrarian structure. eth

nicity. state. market and legal system in the country. It is interesting to know that a muddle of 

institutions and organizations show the basic mosaic of po\wr structure as feudal in nature. 

\vhich mar the livelihoods of poor peasants in the country. 

In the analysis of li\"Clihood strategies and patl1\vays. the agricultural restructuring. and non

fann acti\'ities are discussed in chapter fiw. A detailed analysis is attempted to reach the objec

tiw of the study. 

Finally in the analysis of outcomes the research question is answered \\here the policy gaps are 

identified to capture the real sustainable livelihoods by the peasantry in Pakistan in the period of 

structural adjustment programs (1990-2000). The summary conclusions and critique are given 

in the same focus. 

For the sake of further comenience of reading of this study the diagram on the next page may 

be perused. 
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Chapter Three 

Contexts and Conditions 

In this chapter the contexts in \\hich the rural Jiwlihoods in Pakistan are shaped are discussed. 

Main argument is that implementation of structural adjustment programs without proper safety 

nets for the peasantries are eroding the sustainability of their livelihoods. How the gro\vth led 

strategies of the policy are impacting agriculture and ecological resources in Pakistan. And \\hat 

are the other broader social and economic contexts in \\"hich rural liwlihoods are shaped in 

Pakistan are the main issues discussed in this chapter. 

3.1 Impact of Structural adjustment programs on Pakistan Agriculture. 

lv1ehmood (199-1-:5-1- 1) explains the rationale of the decision of the GOps to accede to the IMF 

and WB about SAPs9 in 1987. 'There \\'(/s infoct a crisis tommls {he end ofjiscol yeur 198 7-

88: the blldget deficit increused to 8.5 percent of GDP: illflation accelerated: current accolillt 

deficit dOllbled/j'om 2.1 percen! to -1.3 percellt of GXP: (he debt senice ratio reached 28 per

cent 01 e.\port eumings: und the exchonge reserl'es fell in hall to less them three \\'eeks of im-

ports. 

Howewr he says (ibid.) a common thread in all the economic reform policies \vith regard to 

agriculture has been: that agriculture sector has been badly treated. 

The structural adjustment programs bring havoc to the poor sections of society in the develop

ing countries like Pakistan. And rural poor including landless and land-poor bear the brunt of 

them. \Vhere under the ne\\ regime of structural adjustments, health, education and food has to 

be paid for its price. But those \\ho prescribe it call this situation a temporary pain for a pen11a-

nent gain. 

S Gowrnment of Pakistan 
.) International \1onetary Fund. World Bank And Structural Adjustment Programs. 
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The goyernments in the dewloping countries haye to implement these policies in order to get 

more loans and to get the preyiOllS loan installments rescheduled in order to cope \\ith their 

political agenda eyen in face of popular anguish of the masses. 

In the West it is belieyed that Structural adjustment at the behest of IMF and WB is the only 

way of improying upon the ailing economies of the third \yorld. And thus recoyering the debt 

from this \\orld. The cheaper export expansion, priyatization proceeds and cost recovery are the 

\yays of debt relief. HO\\ far it goes true is a debatable issue. 

Ho\\Cwr these trends of adjustment haye disturbing consequences. The peasants are being 

displaced and their transformation into landless wage laborers outside agriculture is costly per

sonal and social phenomenon. Slums of poor and enclayes of the rich in urban areas are only 

t\\O of the major manifestations of dewlopment process through this route Shafiq (1988). 

Should the rural poor wait for promised' trickle dom1' effect of the invisible hand of the mar

ket. The e\'idence does not hold the ans\yer in affil111atiYe so far in Pakistan's context 

(ibid 1988). For instance the opponents of the subsidies on fertilizer argued that subsidies strain 

foreign exchange resenes and gowrnment budgets. lead to market imperfections. \\hich pre

\ent the farmers to obtain good product at right time at a competitiw price (Ahmad and Mo

hammed 1999). Whereas this theoretical argument exactly holds opposite in Pakistan' s case 

(Shafiq 1988). 

Pakistan has implemented yarious structural changes and stabilization programs with a yie\\ to 

improying the leyels of etliciency and consequently higher levels of output and employment. 

The programs haye included reforming exchange rate, fiscal trade and monetary policies as \\ell 

as promoting liberalization. the \\ithdra\val of subsidies and priYatization of state owned enter

prises (Rashid 1998). 

Kemal (2000) noted that these programs implemented since 1987-88. however. have been ac

companied \\ith failing rates of GDP gro\\1h and rising unemployment and poverty incidence. 
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This is rather disturbing and as such there is a need to examine the nature of these policies if 

they have been responsible for increase in poyerty. 

In a labor surplus economy like Pakistan \\hcre land distribution is already skewed the absence 

of pro poor safety nets designed in the macroeconomic policies can be disastrous. The higher 

trends of the pO\'e11y incidence in rural Pakistan can be glanced in the following table. following 

the implementation of the structural adjustments. This is a persistent manifestation of the higher 

rate of pOYerty incidence despite considerable gro\\1h in the economy (ibid.) 

Table 3.1 

Incidence of poyert')' in Pakistan (head count ratio, percent poor population) 

Year 
I 

Pakistan 
I 

Rural 
I 

Urban 

1 98'-f-85 I '-f3.5 '-f9 38 
I 

1987-88 I 35.5 40 31 
I 

1990-91 
I 

~! -
.L.) 37 28 

I 
1992-93 

I 
25.0 I 25 25 I 

I 
I 

1 993-9'-f 
I 

26.5 I 31 22 
I 

1996-97 
I 

23.0 I 26 20 
r Source: \\' arId Bank (2000) 111 Kemal (2000) 

Amongst other Structural programs like Tax Reforms, budgetary deficits etc the public expen-

antry. Social sector deyelopment expenditure as percent of ODP has declined from 9.3 percent 

in 1980-81 to 6.9 percent in 1987-88 and tL1l1her 3.4 percent in 1999-2000(OPO 2000) 

This had serious impact on human deyelopmenL economic gro\\1h and employment and hence 

negatiyely impacted the rural livelihoods in general (Kemal 2000). Rural population's access to 

safe water and rural sanitation is still 44 percent and 12 percent respectively (OOP 2000) which 

is far less than desired. 

The structural adjustment programs also call for elimination of both development and cun-ent 

subsidies. This elimination tended to increase the price of fertilizer, tube \vells, pesticides etc 

and the farmers are considered to have been compensated through an increase in the price of 

agricultural products. 
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But the peasantry. who does not produce for the market but only for the household consump

tion. can not equally benefit from this compensation. As a matter of fact the total out put has 

fallen. The current subsidies kept down the prices of \\heat, vegetable oil, etc. And withdra\val 

of subsidies has led to higher prices of these commodities. This has again negatively impacted 

the income portfolios of landless peasants (Kemal 2000). 

As a matter of fact per capita subsidies at constant prices decreased from Rs.29.7 in 1980 to 

Rs.24.7 in 1997.The safety nets of Zakat'o* /Usher* and food stamps programs could not prop

erly compensate the poor properly. Micro credit to the targeted households could not make a 

desirable dent in the poverty \veb (ibid.). Resultantly the unemployment grew from 3.1 percent 

in 1990 to 6.4 percent in 1999. (LFS 1992-97 and PSES 1998-99.) 

Naheed (1996) argued that IMF and World Bank tell us half-truth \vhile prescribing the solu

tions to our problems and agriculture is no exception. For example how the removal of farm 

subsidies in the developing countries can be blissfully redeemed in a world and particularly in 

the Northern Hemisphere where protectionist subsidies have led to " butter mountains. wine 

lakes. and silos bursting with surplus grains"? 

Given the 11igher costs of agricultural inputs and farn1er"s lack of bargaining po\yer over prices 

of their crops they are going to be plagued by mounting debts. For instance the last fifteen years 

the amount spent on fertilizers subsidy was reduced from Rs.1822.6 million in 5th five-year plan 

(1981-85) to Rs.826.6 million in the i h five-year plan (1991-95) GOP (1994-95) 

Ahmad and Mahmood (1998: 223) noted that in Pakistan fertilizer sector, government interwn

tion was of two types. Subsidy on sale of fertilizers and government involvement in the produc

tion import and distribution of fertilizers. Subsidies on sale of fertilizer encouraged fertilizer use 

by reducing costs of farmers acted as safeguard against exponential price increase of imported 

fertilizers due to increased international prices. 

10 Zakat and Usher is the Islamic taxation system on the surplus capital 2.5 % and 1 O~'o on cash and agricul-
tural produce. The proceeds are collected and distributed by the among poor by the state. The system is in vogue 
in Pakistan in wake of Zakat and Usher Ordinance 1984. 
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Chudhry and Sahibzada (1996) deliberated that slight raise in the prices of out puts could hardly 

benefit the small peasantry \\ho produced mainly for the household consumption and not for the 

market. 

Fertilizer application for small t~m11ers \\ent dO\\I1 from 1.72 bags of 50 Kg. in 1993 to 1.65 

bags in 1994(NDFC 1994). Being most likely to be negati\"ely etTected by falling production, 

rising cost of farm production and general int1ation in the country. They are crushed further 

under the complex situation \\here they prefer to take up farm and non-farm jobs, \\ould be the 

first ones to be atTected by the rising rates of unemployment as a result of pri\"atization and 

deregulation. 

The small hlrmers incessantly use the fertilizers particularly after the introduction of green 

technology in 1960.s. Fifteen percent of those peasants with land holding 0.5 hectares and 

belo\\ and thirteen percent of those \\ith land holdings of ten to twenty hectares use chemical 

fertilizers GOP (1990). Therefore small peasantry is more impacted \\ith the \\ithdra\\al of 

subsidies on fertilizers than the medium and rich peasantry. 

Ahmad and :\lohammed (1999: 224) noted that reforms in fertilizer sector \\ere initiated by mid 

1980' s. Subsidies on nitrogenous fertilizers \\ere abolished in 1986. Phosphate prices \wre 

deregulated in 1993 and potash in 1995. ivloreo\er imports and marketing of all fertilizers \\'as 

liberalized and quota system of fertilizer allocation for the pro\inces was also abolished. 

NFDC J J 1994 in Chaudhry and Sahibzada (1995: 715) noted that fertilizer application rate for 

the small farmers \\ent dO\m from 1.72 bags of 50 kg weight in 1993 to 0.79 bags in 1994. By 

contrast large tarmers reduced their input from 1.90 bags in 1993 to 1.65 bags in 1994 

In this \\a)' the empirical e\"idence suggests that the total output in agriculture decreased due to 

lesser take off of fertilizer. The cost of production to the farmers and especially the peasantry 

increased. Among other fiscal and monetary policies like exchange rate de\aluation. intlation, 

II NrDC National Fertilizer Dnclopmcnt Corporation 
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imposition of general sales tax. interest rate mark up. up\yard reyision of POL * 12. electricity and 

inputs prices the peasant has been hardly hit. 

This can also be concluded that small and marginal farmers disproportionately share the adverse 

impact of subsidy removal on macroeconomic aggregates. Being risk- a\'erse and tlnancially 

poor. small farmers take a much longer time to adjust to price shocks and to reduce the fertilizer 

use to a greater extent relative to other farmers. 

The terms of trade for agriculture have not been favorable for peasantry over the last few years 

particularly after 1994. The price ratio favored industrial products as compared \yith the agri

cultural products. On awrage 1.3 to 1 A percent of annual agricultural value added Hows out of 

agriculture. The primary cause for outtlo\y of resources from agriculture is the structure of 

relatiye prices \yith a disad\antage to the small peasants. who with their comparatively and 

absolutely 100wr incomes are more nllnerable to price movements in both agricultural and 

industrial commodities than the larger farmers (Ab-am -Lodhi, A.H 2000.P 225) 

3.2 Impacts of SAPs on the natural resource base in Pakistan 

Akhtar .A. Hai (1995: 529) elaborated that macroeconomic policies for the agriculture sector 

had largely been made in the background of gro\\ih oriented strategy for sectoral development. 

Thus the environmental damages attributable to unscientitlc implementation of structural ad

justment programs towards agriculture have tended to threaten the stability of agriculture pro

duction system. 

Thus the aims of structural adjustment reforms in agriculture seem to be inwrse to their laid 

dom1 objective of long term gain for the short-term pain (ibid. 1995; 530). And the production 

strategy is the short-term gain for a long-term loss in terms of environment. Because the afore

mentioned strategy is creating changes in the cropping pattern due to intensification in produc

tion, the ground water balance is being impaired due to incessant sinking of tube wells and 

improper management of the drainage system which is giving way to salt addition to the soils. 

12 POL- petroleum oil and lubricants, 
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And this situation is arising because the coherent relationship among \arious components of the 

structural adjustment reforms package is lacking. 

?\CS-GOP (1996) noted that \\aterlogging. salinity. soil fertility erosion. deforestation. deser

tion. incessant loss of the bio-diwrsity and droughts are the few of damages to the natural re

source base in Pakistan particularly in the last decade. 

These policy measures are largely dri\en by the gro\\1h led strategies and do not spell out emi

ronmental degradation that may continue in the long run (Akhtar.A.Hai 1995: 594). Farmers are 

being gi\Cn price signals to achie\e the gro\\1h rates required for o\erall economic dewlopment 

but they are not guided and supported to achie\e targets in the manner required for 

sllstainability of sllch gro\\th. 

He put it rightly by sayll1g that (ibid. 1995: 59':+) trends arc gromng at the expense of 

sustainability in agriculture. em ironment and rural li\elihoods. The en\ironmental issues re

lated \\ith the structural reforms are the logical consequences that \\ould be faced in the e\ent 

these arc not considered independently. These implications include cropping pattern changes. 

ground \\ater imbalance. and accumulation of salts in the soils. A typical case is that of exces

siw use of pesticides and \\eedicides in the agriculture sector. 

Hart\\ig de Haen (1993: 515) empirically came out \\ith the conclusions that fragile ecosystems 

\\ith unreliable agro-climatic conditions in Pakistan already sutTer from population pressure and 

pOYerty. Hence large-scale adaptation of more sustainable techniques rests on a fm'orable insti

tutional tl'ame\\ork to\\ards agro-climate of Pakistan. 

In the absence of just and equitable land reforms the small farmers are pushed to the marginal 

lands. Excessi\e pressure on the soils in pursuit of more food production has implications for 

the en\ironment. Inputs intensiw technology includes the excessi\e use of pesticides, \\eedi

cides. fungicides etc. The impact of these chemicals are multiple and dangerous for the li\es and 

liwlihoods of the people (Carlson .1962). 



PAN (2000) noted that the excessive use of poisons in agriculture by a majority of the illiterate 

peasants \\ithout the advice of extension services apart from the direct health hazards and life 

risks. has negatiye implications for the fisheries. li\Tstock. honeybee keeping. poultry farming, 

silk \vorms, and above all the incomes of the peasants. And the poisons break the symbiotic 

relationship of fauna and flora \\ith the existing livelihoods of the peasants. 

3.3 Socio-CulturaI Contexts for the rural livelihoods. 

The rural liwlihoods in Pakistan can not be understood without placing them in the contexts of 

history. politics. religion. and tradition. demography and ethnicity. These factors are largely 

responsible for social differentiation in Pakistan. And a conglomerate of these factors under the 

influence of globalization and nvIF / World Bank infom1 the policy in Pakistan. A brief and 

comprehensive account of this aspect is gi\'e as below. 

Dismembered from India in 1947, Pakistan \vas begotten on the basis of Islamic Ideology of 

two-nation theory. \vhich allowed Muslim masses to struggle (1940-1947) for a separate home

land from majority of Hindus (Talbot: 1998). 

In the year 2000 population of the country was 136 million growing at an average rate of 2.4 

percent per annum. majority lives in the rural areas. Dependency ratio is 45 percent. Minorities 

make less than five percent of the population (GOP: 2000-2001). Female (49 percent of popula

tion) beha\'iors are regulated by the religio-traditional norms, \\'hich go largely to their disad

\'antage (Talbot: 1998.). 

Country is divided into four proV1l1ces l.e. Punjab, Sindh, Frontier and Baluchistan 'v,'here 

population density is not even. After the local government elections in 2000 the nazims (may

ors) and their councilors run districts administrations (more than hundred in number) in the 

country under the power devolution plan 2000 of the present government. (GOP: 2000). Their 

majority in the rural districts comes from the same feudal background, some of them of course 

belong to the rich or medium peasantry (News reports: July-August 2000). 
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There axe four clear-cut SCClsons of summer. \\-inter. spring and autumn. Seventy five percent of 

rainfall occurs in July. August and Jamwry and the rest in the \\hole year (awrage annual rain

hill is 50 inches). Arid lands make menty five percent of the total cultivated area. River Indus 

and its five tributaries irris:ate the Indus basin soils throU!:!:h one of the best canal systems in the 
~ ~ . 

\vorJd. Soils are generally fertile but due to inefficient irrigation and drainage the \\"aterlogging 

and salinity are engulfing a heavy toll of acreage. Roughly half of the peasantry lives under one 

or the other form of tenancy (Iqbal: 1984). 

The fundamentalist wrsion of Islam is a determining factor for the access to the resources to the 

\\omen. minorities and the ditlerent sects bet\\"een :Muslim masses too. Rural traditions. va Illes 

and culture are regulated mainly through the social pressures. Tribal traditions still playa role in 

the heart of villages and remote rural areas (Stanley: 1957). In this \\"ay socio-cultural contexts 

of rural Pakistan present complex puzzles. 
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Chapter Four 

Liyelihoods resources 

This chapter elaborates the importance of agricultural land as a basic asset for the rural li\eli

hoods. Skewed land ownership in Pakistan encroaches on the other types of assets and capitals. 

Social. human and tinancial assets are closely intertwined around size of land holdings in the 

rural areas. 

4.1 Livelihoods reSOlHces in rural Pakistan 

In any agro-rural economy the basic resource for li\elihoods is the agricultural land and Paki

stan is no exception. The social net\\orks are wown around the size of landholding. The land 

fosters human capital as an asset. The land holding as collateral determines the access to credit. 

Almost same is the determining factor for the natural resources. Historically agricultural land 

tenure played an important part in the political life of Pakistani \illages and has been responsi

ble for the income inequalities in the rural areas. 

Hussein Akmal (1985: 15) explored the relation ofpowrty in Pakistan to the structure of pro

duction relations. He explained the apparent paradox by changes in the social organization of 

agricultural production that accompanied agricultural gro\\th in 1960s and 70s. The de\"elop

ment of capitalist farming during green re\'olution in\ol\ed polarization of size distribution of 

farm area: the percentage of both large & small farms increased, while percentage of medium

size farms decreased. as a result of the resumption by large landowners of land that had been 

rented out for culti\ation. 

This process brought important changes in the rural labor market: former tenants \\"ere forced to 

become "tenant laborers," to supplement their fan11 incomes through \\age labor. Further. the 

capitalist farmers in some areas began introducing labor-displacing mechanization. Thus. the 

capitalist farmers are becoming amuent. \\hile the peasants' income started declining. 
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Mehmood (1997: 433) explains that land reform efforts so far made no haw major impact on 

the process of differentiation obsen'ed in the agrarian structure of Pakistan, He further says 

control of land confers upon large lando\\I1ers considerable economic and political pO\ver. 

\\hich tend to exacerbate rural inequalities. 

4.2 Skewed land mvnership in Pakistan 

., 171 Lahore High cOllrt u petition l\'asilled toda)' h)' Afr. jfD. Tahir Advocate to prol'Oke the 

gorernmel1t actiol1 against fhe CirClIl71stcll1(,(!S under 1,\-!lichjour hundred tenants/ shure croppers 

in Sargohda slIh-dirisiol1 hm'e sold their kidneys to pay ojf the dehts due to their landlords'" 

1\e\\s report. The daily .Tang 11th j\;Q\'ember .2002. 

Table 4.1 

NUMBER AND AREA OF HOLDINGS CLASSIFIED 

SIZE OF TOTAL AREA OF HOLDINGS 

I 
I 

Holding size classes Number of holdings Area (heet) 
I 

Total 5071112 19252672 
I 

Under 0.5 ha 
I 

678 538 193126 

0.5 and under 1 ha 
I 

689233 I 510397 I 
I I 

, 
I 1 and under 2 Ila 1036.286 I 1446796 
I 
I 
I 

2 and under 5 Ila 1698.286 )283232 

I 
5 and underlO Ila 623110 4134346 

I 10 and under 20 Ila 237929 3032872 
! 
I 20 and under 60 ha 

I 
91831 2613767 

I 

I 
60 and oyer 1535 1935101 

GOYernment holdings 149 103035 

Source; PakIstan Agncultural Census 1990 

Skewed land ownership is tough social problem in Pakistan. And it is \\orth\vhile considered as 

a constraining factor in the 67 percent rural population's livelihoods \'/ho are landless and land 

poor. On the basis of abow census 48 percent small farms have only 11 percent land a\'ailable 

for farming \\hile 6.5 percent big farms have 40 percent of land. And these are the statistics 

gathered during 1989-1990. much after 1977 land refonns. 
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Landlessness. \\hich is an elusiw concept. tends to acquire interpretations. \\hich \ary \\ith the 

objecti\es. context and estimation procedures ( ;"lohammad Irfan and Arif 1988). Po\erty. 

income or employment has often been underlying objecti\'es of the measurement of Landless

ness. Pure Landlessness and near Landlessness can be defined as under. 

I.Pure Landlessness. A person who is primarily \\orking in agriculture but do not haw access to 

land either as owner or tenant. This simply implies landless labor that is employed as agricul

tural \\orker or permanently hired worker as recorded in the agricultural census. 

2.Near Landlessness: Persons or families engaged 111 agriculture haying insufficient land to 

fulfil their needs. 

The basis of the calculation of the appropriate land holding for a household is the powrty line 

\\ith nutritional needs (2550 cal: per adult) or RS.1308 per capita per month or Rs.2700 per 

capita per month in 2002 at the annual merage inflation rate of 12 percent approx.: ( Moham

mad Irfan and Amjad 1984). 

A \erage \'alue added per cropped area \\orked out by di\iding \alue added from major and 

minor crops \\ith the cropped area. Liwstock income for O\\l1er operator households by difTer

ent farm size categories estimated by Faiz (1985) are added to arriw at the household and per 

capita income. 

According to this procedure the bare enough to meet the poyerty line \york out to 6.2 acres for 

the o\\ner operator and in case of O\mer tenant category the required cropped a\erage is as

sumed to be 9.3 acres \\hile for the tenants the same is 12.4 acres (Irfan and Arif 1984) 

Landlessness is highest in NWFP (82 percent) and lowest in Sindh Pro\ince (52 percent). In 

terms of tenure classification, tenants are the \yorst sufferers (72 percent) while the o\yner ten

ants are subject to lowest incidence (52.6 percent). The proyincial distribution of these house

holds indicates that 64 percent of such households are Punjab. \\hile 16 percent are in NWFP. 
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The percentage share of landless households are 15.5 and 4.2 for Sindh and Baluchistan respec-

tively (ibid.). 

In the absence of land distribution and tenancy reforms the skewed land ownership is inequita

ble for the poor peasantry in rural Pakistan. Thus hampering the patl1\vay to the viable liveli

hoods of the peasants and destroying the chances of sustainable liwlihoods especially in the 

environment of structural adjustment programs. 

4.3 History and political economy of land reforms in Pakistan. 

Before partition of India the colonial masters granted most of the big estates in Sindh and Pun

jab provinces to their loyal locals as a re\vard to the information about anti government activi-

ties and to oppress the local poor population (Talbot 1998). 

Ho\\ever as a political slogan of the partition movement the Ivluslim League!3* had promised 

the landless and land poor haris* to giw them mvay the enough land after independence for 

successful livelihoods (pIDE 1984). Haris \\'ho were badly languishing under the Hindu private 

moneylenders readily joined hand in the creation of Pakistan. 

After independence there hme been three land reforms. First in 1959 (Land Reforms Regula

tion-64). then in 1972 (Land Reforms Regulation. 115) and lastly in 1977 (Land Reforms Act-

II). 

In the objecli\es of these land reforms. it \\'as claimed by the then President of Pakistan in his 

address to the nation on 1 st March. 1972. 'etTectiwly break-up the iniquitous concentration of 

landed \vealth in a few hands. reduce income disparity, increase agriculture production, reduce 

unemployment. streamline the administration of land revenue and ensure an effective and better 

relationship between land owners and tenants'. Land Refom1s \vere also intended to rectify the 

defects and drawbacks, which existed in the agrarian structure on account of absentee landlords. 

and to cut do\YI1 the holdings of big landlords (Ibid.) 

L' Muslim league was the political front on \\hose forum Pakistan \\"as demanded and created. Haris are the ten
ants. 
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Perhaps in the spirit of breaking the ul1\\'arranted po\\er of the landlords in the rural Pakistan 

ambitious agenda of redistributiye land reforms \yas again put fomard by the Z.A. Bhutto' s 

regIme 111 1977 \\ho had swept the 1973 elections on the basis of political stunt of socialism. 

But the political expediencies aftenvards did not allow the implementation of the same. 

Under 1972 Land Reforms. Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's government created Proyincial Land 

Commissions for implementation of land reforms and the Chief rdinisters \yere designated as 

their Chairmen. Po\\ers \\ere further delegated to divisional and district lewIs (PIDE 1984). 

It was soon 'realized' that the big lando\\ners constituted a po\\erful elite much too strong to be 

resisted by the Pro\incial Commissions, and it \\as. therefore. decided on a \\Tong premise it 

seems. that a Federal Land Commission (FLC) should be created \\hich \\ill be ditTerent and 

hence immune to the influence of the \\ell-entrenched rural elite (Ibid.). 

This Commission \\as delegated the po\vcrs of the Federal Goyernment to reyiseireview orders 

of the Pro\'incial Land Reforms Authorities and also take suo-moto notice in case of breach of 

the Im\s at any stage of the proceedings. The Commission was the fourth tier in the process of 

judicial reyie\\ and the highest court under the rules. And that was to be the end of the process 

so as to expeditiousl)" carry fOf\yard the process of in1plen1entation of land rcfornls. 

But later on several amendments for exemptions on upper ceiling of land holding. defective 

cadestral records. intentional slackness of the rewnue departments in coalition with the local 

land lords made it almost impossible to bear the fruits in the form of a social change. Perhaps 

this \\as one of the reasons that democracy could not be entrenched in Pakistan. 

The po\vcr deyolution plan of the Government of Pakistan implemented from 14th August 

2001 *14 put tremendous po\\ers (NRB-GOP 2001) in the hands of the people but truly these are 

14 * 14th August is the Independence Day of Pakistan. M.A.Jinnah was the founder and first Govemor Gen
eral of Pakistan. Nehru lIas the first Prime Minister of India. Z.A Bhutto I\as the Prime Minister of Pakistan 
( 1971-78). Sharif (Nmlaz) lIas the Prime i'vl inister from 1992 to 1999 once deposed and re-elected. Benazir 
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the same landlords \\ho come into po\yer again and again whether these are the Senate. National 

Assembly or the Proyincial Parliaments, CNe\ys report) 

Today the World Bank is emphasizing upon the secure property rights and on zero ambiguity in 

the property rights for a smoother t1O\y of the foreign direct inYestment on the assumption of the 

trickle down of incomes eyen to the poorest of the poor. But how the poor are marginalised and 

further deprived by the corporate businesses in this system. no body is concemed, 

In order to has an idea about the circumstances of livelihoods of tenants (although not univer

sally applicable) particularly in the rural Sindh the following extract report of the Asia Watch 

may be glanced? 

.. In an enclosed area surrounded by fi/ieen foot )mlls )!'ith barbed )!'ire and turrets at each 

corner, IntelTie)!'s H'ith peasant 11'170 has once been detained there, rel'eals «j'serere brlltality. 

While the Jail Il'aS in operation, bonded peasants ll'Olild spend their days H'orking under the 

sllpervision of armed guards in fields, In the el'ening these peasants H'ere c()}~fined to jail 

chained to iron fetters, Dliring many nights the H'omen H'olild be raped in the jail by the guards, 

A nllmber oj' cMldren )I'ere bom fj-017l sllch assaults, Within the jail people lived in makeshift 

shacks Il'ith no ./itrl1it1!re or plumhing facilities, .-4t the time the jailll'C1s raided in 1991, there 

Il'ere 55 ll'017Jen prisoners und 132 children At times ql illness, lI'orkers Il'ere not al101t'ed to 

risil a (foetor. The on/)',fo()(l j)ro1"i(/eci11'{lS s'olne.floor CIne! occasionall)) chili pej)jJcrcS'. The jJcas-

ants H'ere 1!nder cOllStunt slilTeillullce, and the right to any priwlc)' was denied. Defecation 

occurred in the open, as did sexual relations, ,\fake shift shades erected fc)r priwlc)' Il'ere de

stroyed. " (Human Rights Watdl Asia 1995: 6-1) 

4.4 Other types of capital in rural Pakistan 

Human CapitaL As refereed earlier the population and rate of population grovv1h (2.4 percent) 

is quite high in the country thus making it a labor surplus economy ,vith a vast majority of un

skilled labor. Literacy rate is still quite low (27 percent), Dependency ratio is 45 percent be

cause of gender discrimination in the education and labor market. Life expectancy is 62 years, 

Bhutto and Pervaiz Musharafthe fonner Prime Minister and the present President of Pakistan receptively 
replaced him, 
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Proportion of doctors and pmamt:dics and hospital beds me H:rY Imy 111 rural areas(GOP 

:Vmious issues) 

Social Capital. The traditions. \'alues and norms in Pakistani society sustain and fertilize deeply 

embedded social net\yorks based on cast, family. religious sects. and friendships. There are 

numerous national. regional and local organizations based on casts, occupations and political 

interests. (Iqbal 8-+). To mention few of them me Tanzimul A\\an (national Icast). Tanzimul 

Qorash (national/occupation). Pakistan labor party (peasants, tenantsi national/political), RO

SeAs: rotating sayings and loan associations (local. financial). This asset is mutually helpful 

and Imgely sustains the social fabric in rural Pakistan. But it has its 0\\11 limitations too. These 

issues are discussed in the following section. 

4.5 Social institutions in rural Pakistan 

Access of peasantry to the resources is a debated theme in the liwlihood literature (Bebbington 

1999: 2023). The appropriate location of peasantry in matrix of state, market and ciyil society 

actors \yidens their access to the resources for liwlihoods. And dislocation displaces them like

\yise. In this context phenomenon of "functional dualism" emerges on the scene \yhere peas

antry not only prO\ides cheaper food to the urbanites but also pro\'ides cheaper labor (ibid.). 

The access to the resources is determined in first place by the initial endo\\ments of different 

types of capitals. \\hich yield capabilities to people. As Bebbington (1999: 2022) elaborates that 

assets giye meaning to the person' s \yorld: they giw them capability to act. These are the basis 

of agent's po\\'er to act and to reproduce. challenge or change the rules that gowm the controL 

use and transformation of resources (Giddens 1997 in Ellis 2000). 

Social capital (family. kinship. extended familial relations and community traditions) is the 

instrument used for enhancing the access of poor to the resources from \yithin and from outside 

(Bebbington 1999). And social institutions stand on the foundations of the social capital (WR 

2000-2001). 



Social capital is the social skills of the people rooted in the norms of reciprocity and trust for 

mutual benefit manifested in cooperatiw beha\'ior. The associations thus formed may have both 

positiye and negatiye effects for the members and out-groups. Social institutions are built on 

social capital by bonding. bridging and liking social capital (ibid.). 

Although a study of the abo\'e process in Pakistan has hardly been done as Cris: Kay (1997) did 

for Chilean Compesino. the insertion of NGOs to fill the gap of social institutions mediating 

access of the peasantry to the resources has been late. 

Fizza (1996) in her Ph.D. dissertation in Boston Uniwrsity applied the aboye paradigm in risk 

sharing in rural Pakistan and recommended the understanding the degree of risk pooling in 

society to a\'oid unnecessary goyernment interYentions. Mehmood (1988) \vhile comparing 

three models of rural dewlopment i.e. the indiyidual modeL communist model and the organ

izational model recommended the organizational model adopted by the AKRSP based on the 

social capital paradigm. 

It is neither possible nor desirable to look into all the existing institutions in rural Pakistan me

diating or constraining the access of rural people to the resource base. Only a fe\y of them are 

\\orth mentioning here. 

Table -L2 

Social institutions determining access of the people to resources in Pakistan. 

Mediating Institutions (A) Constraining institutions (8) Dual role institutions (C) 

Zabt and usher system Land tenure C ultureitrad ition 

Cooperative movement Pol itics Spiritual clergy 

Kinship'Biradaries Purda' Patriarchy Technology 

NGO's Urban bias State 

Source, Invented by author 

In the above matrix institutions in box A need to be enhanced and exploited. Zakat and Usher 

system redistributes wealth in cash and kind in society under the frame\\'ork of Islamic eco

nomic code. Kinship and biradary (extended family relations) is the extended blood relations 
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socially knit up to serye cooperation for mutual benefits. Sometimes these also sen'e to exclude 

others and limit their access. Therefore a careful manipulation is needed to ayoid the trend of 

hierarchy in building social capital on this basis. CooperatiYes and NGO's ha\'C to extend the 

social net\\ork \\ith in-built pro-poor designs. 

Institutional reforms carry primacy for the box B. state led or WB market led land tenure re

forms taken up on priority basis can flll1damentally change the access. As Kha\\ar (1987) aptly 

put it. the institution of female exclusion. purda (yeil) , gender diyision of labor. dO\\TY, diYorce. 

and abow all patriarchy can be legislatiyely dealt \\ith once the \\omen are conferred their 

property rights ewn under the Islamic law of inheritance. This way the rural poor men and 

\\omen can haye a \oice in the political process to enhance their access to the resources. 

Institutions in box C automatically reform themselws under the pressure of the aforementioned 

institutions. For instance the role of religion is al\\ays supposed to be egalitarian. But progress 

in the religious thought comes through ijtihad (research and dewlopment of thought under 

Islamic jurisprudence) which has been abandoned centuries ago by the autocratic rulers in the 

Islamic history in order to perpetuate their despotism and patriarchy. Has this not been in place 

.l\iluslim countries could ha\'e been the most modem and progressiw in the \\orld (Tanzil 1984). 

Like\yise state pro\ides the good intentioned policies like the present gowrnment poyerty alle

yiation program (chapter One). but \\hether the actual benefits accrue to the poor. largely de

pends on the other institutions mainly outside the puniew of the state. 

4.5 Agricultural Land in relation to other assets in rural Pakistan. 

There is a yital linkage bet\\een the land tenure and rural liyelihoods. Land is not only an es

sential natural asset for the peasantry but it also determines the social relations of production. 

The mediating institutions like credit. technology. extension can work eyenly in the presence of 

equal or less unequal land tenure. Thus land is not only a factor of production in rural economy 

but also the other factors like labor. capital and organization are hinging upon it. 

As mentioned earlier in rural agricultural economy of Pakistan land is still the piyot of other 

categories of the assets and capitals. Social surwy of Pakistan sho\ys that the rate of education 
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gro\ys in the households \\ith higher landholdings. The preyalence of diseases and epidemics is 

lessor in the upward scale of landholders. The members of these households enjoy better skills 

and capabilities because of their proportionate entitlements. Almost eyen agro-eeological zones 

in the Indus basin and the rain-fed areas in the country make this argument more releyant. 

Their access to credit. technology and extension sen·ices is better for haying tangible collateral 

and haying capacity to sa\e. im·est and reproduce. Their political clout and bargaining po\\er 

\\ith the social institutions gro\\ \\ith the increase in the land holding. The social net\\orks they 

enjoy are emiable for the landless and land-poor in the rural areas. Though being mutually 

beneficial e\en the patron-client relationship of landlord and tenant is lopsided in fayor of the 

landlords. Like\\ise the assets and capitals are restricted for the poor in the rural areas of Paki

stan. 

llcmc\er the social net\\orks of the poor and socially disad\·antaged also exist outside the social 

net\\orks of non-poor in the rural society. These net\\·orks exist in the caste. extended family 

relations. community. and religious sects. Culture and tradition also foster these net\yorks. But 

these net\\orks hme a limited utility in Pakistan. The social net\\orks of poor do not let the poor 

die of hunger but also do not bring him out ofpo\Crty (Iqbal: 1989). 
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C apter Five 

Livelihoods strategies 

Besides the contexts discussed in earlier chapters some other sociological reasons for adapting 

ne\\ strategies are discussed in this chapter. I\1ain focus is on the di\'ersification as a strategy 

and its relation \\ith different kinds of peasantry in Pakistan. The restructuring in the agricul

tural production and shift to the non-farm activities are the other strategies under discussion. 

Then the outcomes of these strategies for the rural li\elihoods in Pakistan are discussed. The 

migration as a liwlihood strategy is categorized as inland migration. \\hich is already cOYered 

under the non-t~m11 acti\ities. and the foreign migration. 

Foreign migration as a liwlihood strategy can not be analyzed. as the data on foreign remit

tances on the basis of occupations and the size of land holdings in the countryside is not mail

able. ]-Jo\\e\er a hard statistical t~1Ct is that foreign remittances dwindled from 1848.29 million 

dollars US in 1990 to a mere 854.60 million US dollars in 2000-2001. (GOP 2001). This situa

tion speaks of less demand of unskilled labor of Pakistani workers abroad. thus eroding the 

chances of foreign migration to peasantry a li\elihood strategy. 

5.1 A rationale for new pathways. 

Weiss (1968) and Gill (1989) in G.l'v1 Arif and Irfan (1997: 1) argued that diversification of 

Ji\Clihoods is also some times an occupational choice in the de\Clopment process extending 

owr many years. According to Boskin (1974) the peasant will invest in changing occupation 

only if the returns are significantly large to make the particular change of occupation the most 

profitable use of his limited resources. Besides economic views of a choice of occupation pos

tulated by Boskin (1974): kossoudji and Clark (1996) etc based on the theory of human capital 

as an intervening variable associated \\ith lifetime utility. the sociologists consider the pull and 

push L1ctors behind rural diversification. 
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Krishna Ghimiri (199'+: 3.+) noted that in Pakistan to improve their living conditions. peasants 

hm'e also modified cropping & land use patterns. but land accessible to them has shrunk. Seek

ing \\age employment has emerged as the most \videspread response in terms of livelihood 

adj ustment. 

Due to the income constraints in farm sector rural livelihoods are gradually running into snags. 

Migration to the bigger tom1S and cities and non farm activities are left over options for them to 

cope \vith the situation. \\here they find comparatively better income oppOliunities and to utilize 

their labor in a better remunerative wav. 

IFPRI (1995: 1 )15 noted that poor households in Pakistan receive almost 50 percent of their 

income from non-farm sources: they receive less than 10 percent of their income from agricul

ture. In contrast. households in the top income quintile receive more than 36 percent of their 

total per capita income from agriculture. 

Faiz and Badar (1985:385) made a case to kno\v ho\\ the small farmers in Pakistan are trying to 

fight back the pressure on their land \\ith alternative sources of income especially when the land 

is becoming scarce for small farmers. And they conclude that income from crops is not signifi

cant for small farmers as it is for the large ones. For small farm households incomes from labor 

and hestock are more important (ibid. 390). 

Haroon Jamal (1995: 1.+6) empirically tested that in Pakistan education has pronounced effects 

on technical efficiency in non-farm activities. He concluded that besides providing necessary 

support to raise agricultural productivity, rural development policies must also be -addressed to 

encourage off-farm activities (ibid. 147) 

The medium peasantry being better skilled, educated and being in a position to afford for the 

small scale businesses copes better than the smaller peasantry through migration abroad and 

getting better jobs in the civil and private service. This class of peasantry still tries to remain in 

the farm sector in order to keep on their ancestral profession. 

I' IFPRI: International Food Policy Research Institute based in Washington USA. 
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The rich peasants like big landlords are inclined to\\ards the corporate / commercial farming 

and are actiwly imolyed in the agricultural production restructuring etc. They have an eco

nomic edge of haying yiable landholdings for commercial farming. 

But since our main emphasis is on the small peasants and landless farmers so the analysis is 

like\\'ise explained. Liyelihood diyersification is the attempt by indiyidual and household peas

ants irrespectiw of the size of land holding and the common factor for all types of peasantry is 

the structural adjustment programs. They do so in order to find new \HyS to raise income. 

\\hich ditTers sharply by the degree of freedom of choice and rewrsibility of the outcomes. 

Li\elihoods di\ersification includes both on farm and off farm acti\'ities \\hich are undertaken 

to generate income additional to that from the main household agricultural actiyities. through 

the production of other agricultural and non agricultural goods and sen'ices, the sale of \\aged 

labor. or self employment in small farms. 

Ellis (1996) defined li\'elihood di\ersification as the process by \\hich rural families construct a 

di\erse portfolio of acti\ities and social support capabilities in their struggle for sur\i\'al and in 

order to improw their standard of IiYing. Pointing out rightly that diwrsification is not neces

sarily synonymous \\ith incorne di\ersification. The same approach is taken in this chapter. 

Although liwlihood diyersification is an important strategy by \\hich peasantry may work to 

achieye sustainable li\elihoods. it is one that generally operates in conjunction with other 

strategies \\hich also contributes to the formation of sustainable liwlihoods. 

Two of the strategies \\hich complement Jiyelihoods diyersification and which are being noted 

here are engaging in non farm actiyities and restructuring the agricultural production. Non farm 

actiyities form a central component of diyersification. Therefore in this paper agricultural re

structuring and non-farm actiyities ha\e been taken as tandem to each other as a complex proc

ess. 
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3.2 Diversification and peasantry in Pakistan 

The peasantry in Pakistan can be diyided into three distinct categories on the basis of land 

holding size. 

I.Poor peasants: Landless and small landholders up to 2.0 hectares. 

2.l'vfedium peasants: Land holders up to 10 hectares. 

3.Rich peasants: Land holders up to 20 hectares 

(Classification according to the Agricultural Census of Pakistan 1990) 

The following table giws the relationship of the aboye categories of peasantry to the participa

tion in the farm. non-farm and off fann actiyities. 

Table 5.1 

Percentage of people aboYe 10 years of age in Rural Pakistan participating in different 

activities. (In thousands) 

Type of household' o Mainly ag ricu Itu ra I Mainly non agricultural Mainly agricultural other's Mainly working in other Economically 

Own households own households households agencies inactive 

Agricultural households 49.5 10.65 2.55 10.65 26.54 

Livestock House' holds 3(.8 12.74 4.19 19.11 26.05 

Farm households 54.88 9.70 1.81 6.82 26.76 

Under 0.5 heet; 4760 9.35 2.38 12.54 28.0 

0.5 to 1.0 hect; 51.80 9,40 1.90 9,44 27.2 

1.5 to 2.0 hect; 54.27 9.58 2.0 7.27 26.8 

2.0 to 3.0 hect; 56.57 9.67 1.99 5.82 25.9 

3.0 to 5.0 hect; 58.2 9.91 1.66 4.92 25.24 

5.0 to 10.0 hect; 58.37 9.95 1.31 4.27 26.0 

10.0 to 20.0 hect; 56.29 10.0 1.16 4.27 28.2 

Source; Calculated adopted from the AgrIcultural Census of PakIstan 1990 

Aboye table suggests the trends in the diyersiiication of activities according to the size of land

holding. Participation in the farm and non farm actiyities at the self ovvned fa1111 gro\VS progres

siyely from landless to those with land holdings up to 10 hectare but the off farm activities 

1(, Household is a site in \\hich intense social and econom ic interdependencies occur between a group of indi
viduals. this is regarded as a sufficient reason for the household to be relevant unit of social and economic 
analys is. 
1- Li'vestock households are those who do not posses any land whereas fann house holcls clo posses livestock. 
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participation is highest for the landless and landholders belO\y 0.5 hectares and remains stable 

for landholders from 0.5 to 3.0 hectares. Aftemards it progressively diminishes. Whereas the 

non farm activities including trade. senice and wage labor etc are highest for the landless and 

land poor (belc)\\ 0.5 hectare) and substantially fall with the increase in the land holding. 

l\!larcel Fafchamps and Agnes R.Quisumbing (1999 : 1) demonstrated that individual specializa

tion in all farm. non farm and home based activities are int1uenced by the comparative advan

tage of human capital. Better-educated people participate more actiwly in off [1rm \vork. They 

also concluded that better educated household members work less on crops. livestock and 

households chores and they enjoy more leisure. Social norms. gender and family status are also 

the determining factors in the role allocations for the individuals. 

In this \vay landless peasants ,\ould prefer to go into the non-farm acti,-ities like \\age laborers 

in the construction sector and petty sen-ices etc. But giwn the agricultural structure of the 

country they can not abandon the agriculture as a profession particularly in the peak season of 

planting and threshing. Because during peak seasons ob\iously the demand for labor arises and 

the wages also slightly go up. This is still a practice in the countryside although the mechaniza

tion in agriculture is increasingly rendering the agricultural labor surplus. 

As mentioned abO\e the small fanners hene the same fate as landless peasants. They remain in 

the hanging position and particularly adopt the circular migration for participation in the non

farm and otT farm acti\ities. The abo\e table also sho\yed that the non-farm and off farm I~ 

pm1icipation is rather scanty for the landless and land poor peasantry. This is in pm1 due to their 

10\\ skills/ education and in part due to the lack of rural infrastructure and gaps in the public 

policy to\\ards rural dewlopment. 

So on the basis of above discussion the diwrsitlcation of activities for the landless and poor 

peasantry can not be ruled out. And the push factors of skewed land o\\l1ership and higher cost 

of production glO\ed \\ith rising intlation are \\'orking behind this scene. 

!S Off farm income typically refers to \\age or e:-.:change labor on other farms(i.e. \\ithin agriculture) 
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The diversification in case of the middle peasantry is much bigger and richer in terms of non

farm activitiesiincome llJ
. As mentioned earlier this class of peasantry has relatively better access 

to skills. education and other resources. So the livelihoods strategies are not very difficult for 

them. 

Here this argument can also be corroborated by the belO\\-tabulated representation of the 

households reporting different sources of income other than L'1rming. 

Table 5.2 

Households reporting different source of income other than farming in Pakistan.( in 1000) 

Type of household Service Trade Farm Labor Non farm Labor Poultry farm Others 

All households 216377 133953 38655 124815 812 18354 

Non Agricultural house 120953 71433 4894 60707 124 5019 

All Agricultural househo 95424 62520 33761 64108 688 13335 

Livestock households 61833 45356 7059 42431 83 4852 

farm households total 33591 17164 26702 21677 605 8483 

under 0.5 5401 2226 3175 5892 114 1466 

0.5 to 1.0 5096 2355 3795 4621 130 1264 

1.0 to 2.0 6874 3148 6091 4317 119 1536 

2.0 to 3.0 5363 3021 4608 2801 131 1487 

3.0 to 5.0 5450 2761 4899 2411 39 1268 

5.0 to 10.0 3206 2201 2616 1125 24 966 

10.0 to 20.0 I 1538 888 1191 312 4 369 

Source: Agricultural CelNls M Pakistan IlJ90 

As discussed above the poor peasantry \yith land holding size betvveen one and two hectares are 

more actiwh involwd in the services and agricultural labor. While the non-farm \yage labor 

steeply grows up as the land holding size decreases. Poultry farming. petty trade and self

employment etc being capital intensive are favorites of the less poor and medium peasantry. 

Other income sources being diwrse. rich and yaried show almost the same trends both for the 

poor and medium peasantry. And interestingly the income diversity tapers off with rise in the 

landholding size beyond 3.5 hectare. 

I" Unskilled labor.\\age employment.and non-farm business profits. 
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Here both the push and pull factors are \\orking. The pull factors being the higher returns in the 

agricultural production-restructuring etc. It is important to note that primary acti\ities of some 

t~1rmers may become livelihood di\Crsification strategies of the others. 

The rich peasantry has the adequate access to the credit. fertilizers. pesticides, and irrigation 

\vater, HYV*20 seeds market information and al\vays have a political clout. They diwrsifY to 

accumulate capital for reinwstment in the agriculture sector, The current bent of the govern

ment to\\ards corporate farming also attracts them. Agricultural intensification is another way 

fOlward for them. They are also fa\'ored by the higher out put prices and growing agricultural 

e>.:ports. 

5.3 Diversification and the land-poor peasantry. 

Wheat is the basic staple food in Pakistan that makes about 50 percent of all the meals. Poor and 

some of the medium peasantry grow \\heat basically for household consumption and then for 

the market. It is equally consumed in rural and urban areas. The rice in consumption follo\\s 

\\heat. Although maize is another edible commodity in rural areas as a substitute of \\heat but 

data on its market prices is not m'ailable and the Government does not procure it at the lewl as 

it does in case of \\heat 21and rice. Potatoes make another bigger chunk of the rural foods. On

ions and tomatoes are the essential part of daily curries/meals. 

Although structural adj lIstments aim at the reduction of urban bias against rural sectors through 

deYaluation and price liberalization of commodities both agricultural and non agricultural. but 

as Frances Ste\\art and Anurada Basuu (1999: 146) argued this impact is offset by reduction in 

the inputs subsidies. for instance fertilizers. 

Akram -Lodhi. A.H (2000; 225) simply and aptly juxtaposed that the terms of trade for agri

culture in Pakistan have not been favorable for peasantry over the last few years particularly 

after 1994. The price ratio favored industrial products as compared \vith the agricultural prod

ucts. On awrage 1.3 to 1 A percent of annual agricultural value added flows out of agriculture. 
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The primary cause for outtlO\\ of resources from agriculture is the structure of relative prices 

\vith a disachantage to the small peasants. \\ho \vith their comparatiwly and absolutely lower 

incomes are more vulnerable to price movements in both agricultural and industrial commodi

ties than the larger farmers 

Go\'Crnment of Pakistan on the recommendation of the Agricultural Advisory Committee 

\\orking under the Federal Ministry of Food And Agriculture fixes the Hoor/ support prices of 

these commodities with an idea of compensating the farmer against increasing cost of produc

tion. If the open market does not offer the prices higher than these prices then the Pakistan 

Agricultural Storage Senices Corporation picks the commodity at the rate of support prices. 

Therefore market prices assllmed to be slightly higher than the support prices are taken as a 

variable to signal the basic farm incomes for the peasantry. (GOP 2000-2001) 

Although the income of landless farmers hme the least linkage either to the support prices or 

the market prices and the land poor farmers so often do not produce for the market and suffer 

only from the increasing cost of production. However some small farmers \\ith land holding of 

around 2.0 hectares or more do sell their surplus agricultural commodities to purchase other 

essential goods and sen"ices in order to sustain their lives. 

The tables belo\\ show the price gro\\th in some of the essential food and non-food items in the 

last ten years from 1990-2000. \\hich justify the diversification of activities by the peasantry in 

Pakistan in face of unfair terms of trade for agriculture. 
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Table 5.3 

Average annual percentage growth-='2 in the prices of essential food items other than sta-

pies (per Kg/liter) in Pakistan (1990-2000) 

Name of item I Sugar Tea Ghee Chili 
I 

Prices gro\\th I 7.71 11.0 I 1.05 12.67 17.86 

Source: adopted "drawn from econolll ic suney of Pakistan 2000-200 I 

Table SA 

Average annual percentage growth in the prices of essential non-food items (per unit) In 

Pakistan (1990-2000) 

"Jame of item i 
I 

Latha* Kerosene Soap Medicines 

Price grO\nh 9.35 2-1-.0 12.0 8.26 

Source: adopteddrawl1 from econom ic survey of Pakistan 2000-200 I 

The poor peasantry of course does not commercially gro\\ the items listed abow (5.4) table to 

sustain the price shocks and they must purchase the non-food items from market. Here analysis 

also suggests that percentage annual gro\\1h in the kerosene prices (24 percent) is also retlectiw 

of the international oil prices \vhere GO\ernment can not always prO\ide a cushion against 

shocks. 

On the other hand this is also apprehended that majority of the peasantry is not al\vays able to 

benefit from the gro\\1h in the output prices. And yet there are many other facets of life of the 

peasants which lie beyond the expenditure on the above mentioned items and agricultural activ

ity simply can not support those expenditure heads. 

cc The average percentage Change' gro\\th is taken by universally using the follO\\ing formula 
AAPG={(yl-y2iyl)*100} 1+{(yl-y2yl)*100} 2+ ... 
Whereas AAPG is the average annual percentage grO\\th 
Y I is the \alue for previous year. :.2 is the value for current year. On calculating the growth rate for one year. all 
the value are added and then divided by nine to get the average for the period from 1990-2000. 
c.' * Gur is the condensed and dried sligar syrup concentrate. Ghee is the animal fats obtained from curdling the 
milk after fermentation. Latha is the pure cotton cloth 
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5.4 Restructuring farm Production1
-1 

,\s referred some\vhere above \\heat being the first staple food in the country must gro\\ at a 

rate higher than or equal to the rate of population grlmth (2.-1- percent per annum) in order to 

ultimately get the sustainable self-sufficiency. But the prevailing conditions in the environment 

and economic policies etc are not supportive of this desirable growth. Maize. Jawar and Barley 

are the fodder crops for the li\"estock in addition to the human consumption. These crops also 

need to be gro\\n at a higher rate but their cumulative awrage gro\\1h comes to be 1.33 percent 

per annum. in comparison \\ith the 6.88 percent annual gro\\1h rate of the fruits in the last ten 

\'ears. 

Table 5.5 

Anrage annual percentage growth (million tons) of major crops in Pakistan (1990-2000) 

:\ame of crop \\heat :vlaize Jawar* ' Gram 

~ ___ g_ro_\\~t_h~~ ____ ~~~2_,8~)9 __ ~ __ ~I ____ 3,_8_9~ ____ ~~~-~O,_3_8~~~~ ____ 2_,O_5 __ ~ 
Source: adopted dnmn on the basis of data from economic survey of Pakistan 2000-2001 

Similarly the comparison bet\veen the gro\\1h of agronomic crops and gro\\th of livestock in the 

last ten years prO\ides the evidence like belo\\. 

Table 5.6 

A.Yerage annual percentage growth in the livestock and products (in million no. And mil-

lion tons) in Pakistan (1990-2000) 

Name Buffalo cattle Goat Poultnl Milk • i 
Eaa ::::::: Beef 

GrO\\th 3,15 I 2.75 3.25 10.57 5.86 I 8.0 3.0 I 
, 

Source: adopted 'drCl\\Il on the basIs 01 data trom econolllIc survey of PakIstan 2000-2001 

Irfan and Arif (1998:.569) expressed their view on the unknown extent li\'estock keeping con

stitute a response to the Landlessness. They \\ere of the vievv that income from liwstock ac-
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counts for a substantial portion of household income. particularly at the 100\er end of the land 

distribution. 

The homogenization of liwstock and crop production systems are the best examples the crop

liyestock integration. Not only this integration helps farmers to maintain fertility through incor

poration of animal dung into the soils but also the animals themselyes proyide other products as 

well in addition. And in Pakistan crop farming mixed \\ith li\estock farming is increasingly 

getting fashion as liwlihoods strategy. 

Table 5.7 

AYe rage annual percentage growth (million tons) of major fruits in Pakistan (1990-2000) 

0,'ameoffrllit I !vlango Apple Apricot Grape Guava 
I 

growth i 2.76 ,10.83 I 10.62 5.9-1-
! I ! 

-1-.29 

Source: adopteddram1 on the basis of data fi'om economic sllney of Pakistan 1000-.200 I 

As an effort to diwrsify and to imprO\e the income of hard cash from the non-agricultural sec

tor the pOOL medium and rich peasantry are almost uniformly imolwd in the increasing gro\\1h 

of fruits. HO\\ewr the data sho\\s that the poor peasantry is using 13percent of the total culti

\ated area under orchards \\here as medium and rich peasantry are using 12 percent and 9 per

cent respecti\·ely. (GOP 1993: 30) 

Similarly the abO\e data suggests a\'erage annual gro\\1h of 4.5 percent in the liwstock sector 

against the crop sector gro\\th of 1.33 percent thereby explaining the liyelihoods strategies of 

the peasantry because of the higher \'alue added-ness in this sector and to create the dependable 

assets in the crisis. 

5.5 Shift to the non-farm sector 

Richard H Adams (1994: 111) analyzed that in a number of dewloping countries non- farm 

income represents between 13 and 67 percent of total rural household income. This proportion 
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is especially high where unfayorable labor to land ratio constrains income earning opportunities 

in agriculture. Using three-year panel data (1986-87 to 1988-89) from 727 households he con

cluded that non-farm income has a positiye impact on distribution. 

Livelihood diversification yia non-agricultural means is important. Examples of critical impor

tance of non-agricultural activities in Pakistan are eyident in the following analysis. In many 

instances non-agricultural actiyities have been analyzed using the tools like household food. 

non-food expenditure approaches. Many of the diyersification actiyities pursued by rural people 

inyolve micro enterprises and the importance of micro enterprises in generating employment 

and income in rural Pakistan can not be over emphasized. 

Table 5.8 

Average annual percentage growth of employment in different sectors in Pakistan (1990-

2000) 

Sector 
I 

farm 
I 

tracIe 
I 

serVIce I Construction transport others I 
i 

Growth 1.67 i 5.81 
I 

5.81 
I 

4.09 2.49 6.08 
, I 

, 
Source: adopted clra\\"ll on the basIs ot clata trom econom IC survey of PakIstan 2000-2001. 

The above table suggests that the overall capacity in the farm sector is shrinking as compared to 

the non-farm sector. There is a stark contrast in the average annual gro\\1h of employment in the 

agricultural and non-agricultural sector. 

There are both push and pull factors responsible for this diyersification and the shift of actiyi

ties. 

The push factors being the structural adjustment programs in the wake of \\"hich the reforms in 

the economic sector are being implemented. Withdrawal of subsidies on fertilizers may one of 

the examples. The pull factors include higher \vage rates and profits in the non-farm sector. For 

instance the average annual percentage gro\\1h rate of wages in the construction sector have 

been 10.5 percent and 9.66 percent from 1999 to 2000 for the skilled and unskilled labor re

spectively (GOP 2000-2001). This is one of the highest return rates from a non-farm sector. 
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Theref()re landless and land poor peasants prefer to go into these sectors. This rate of return 

from the construction sector for instance suggests the e\'idence that against the gro\'vth in the 

annual (1\'erage inflation of 12 percent for food items and 11.5 percent of non food items is a 

sun ivai strategy which may not better off the livelihoods of the majority of the peasants but still 

remains one of the (1\'ailable options. 

5.6 Outcomes 

Peasantry in Pakistan is increasingly restructuring and di\'ersifying their activities. The strategy 

for the poor peasantry is the higher participation in non-farm sector. This obviously generates 

more \\orking days in the non-farm sector as compared to the seasonality factor in the farm 

sector. As seen abO\e the non-t~1rm sector yields comparati\'ely higher incomes for the peasants. 

0.1edium and rich peasantry is doing equally good in these sectors. But livestock and fruit pro

ductions are the livelihood strategies through which the non-poor peasantry tries to increase 

their incomes. Fruit plantations require relatively higher inycstments of financial capitaL \\hich 

only non-poor peasantry can afford. It also requires afterwards care and training / pruning etc 

\vhich are usually pro\'ided by the extension sen'ices and inigation facility by the inigation 

department. Since non-poor peasantry is usually in a position to exploit their social net\\orks 

requires bigger initial imestment \\hich poor peasants can hardly afford. But the expansion of 

liycstock activity also explains the gender division of labor because in rural Pakistan mostly 

females and children usually look after liycstock activities. 

This transformation has also the environmental and gender dimensions ingrained in it. As dis

cussed earlier the intensive use of land under export crops by the larger peasants and land lords 

tells upon soil fertility. ground \vate1' level and o\uall symbiotic relationship of farming as an 

activity v,;ith the bio-diversity of the environment. Particularly when the supportive technology 

of drainage and de-silting of canals is not espoused with the above cropping pattern. Results are 

the \vaterlogging and salinity in the Indus basin soils. Liwstock and fruit culture enriches the 
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soils \\ith nutrients. pro\ided appropriate technology is employed with it. Non-farm sectors 

pose debatable questions rcgarding en\ironmental sustainability. 

HO\\ far the women folk are im'olwd in the diwrsification and other liwlihood strategies. and 

\\hat impact they recei\'c out of this process is a separate research issue. This discourse can be 

approached by the general depressing data on land holdings registered in the name of women in 

Pakistan. Non- accounting of income earned by \\omen in the Gross National Product on con

trary labor hours im"Csted by \\omen in the farm and non-farm acti\'ities in a household in rural 

Pakistan present a big paradox. The patriarchy has a dominant role in rural Pakistan. 

HO\\eyer generally the incomes of the poor peasantry O\'er the years haye been falling short of 

the expenditure. And the suni\al strategies are not completely successful in coping \\ith the 

\\iclcning gap betwcen income and cxpenditure. This situation suggests that the mediating in

stitutions like family. traditions. patriarchy and land tenure are not affording the competitiw 

atmosphere to the poorer and \yomen in the society. 

One implication in the preyailing situation is that those rural households. \yho are most yulner

able because of their lack of access to lands. education. inforn1ation and market. their low 

wealth status allo\\s them the fe\\'est opportunities to diYersify. From the analysis of data this 

support. The rich peasantry can get better li\'elihoods through the agricultural export expansion 

policy of the Gowrnment. The medium peasantry needs a better support of the public policy in 

sectors like rural infrastructure. rural education and occupational training. 'While the landless 

and land poor peasantry making the biggest chunk of rural population needs a more through. 

micro and interactiw policy frame\york to help bringing it out of the poverty line. 

DitTerent agro-climatic zones of the country depict ditTerent strategies. The south Punjab and 

Baluchistan are mostly arid and their usual strategy is to find jobs in the formal or informal non

farm sector. Their usual choice is joining the Armed forces being the largest labor employer. 

The soldiers are not only pro\ided free food. medical, residence and clothing but also get subsi

dized rations for families in the form of \\heat tloor. sugar. pulses. rice and \egetable oil. In 



bnn sector the major strategy is sheep and goat farming befitting the dry and hot climatic con

ditions. \\-hereas central Punjab. Sindh and ::\\\TP are in the Indus Basin thus peasantry can 

cope through agricultural restructuring. agricultural intensification or migrating to the gulf. 

Therefore regional and agro-c1imatic aspect of the li\-elihoods strategies is also releyant in the 

case of Pakistan. /-\reas hard hit by the droughts are exposed to the liwstock mortality due to the 

shortage of the fockler. \\here liwlihoods become chronically \ulnerable. The intensity of insti

tutional militancy against the liwlihoods of poorer peasantry is greater in agro-climatically 

poorer regions in Pakistan (especially in Sindh and south Punjab). thus posing a complex chal

lenge to the social capital paradigm of the Sustainable liwlihoods Approach in this part of the 

country. 

The abow analysis suggests that although generally rural Pakistan is gifted \yith the naturaL 

physical and social capitaL the strategy to mould the institutions in fm-or of creating more hu

man and financial capital is an intellectual task for the social theorists. Present approach of SLA 

is too simple to capture and explain the complex reality of rural Jiwlihoods in Pakistan. 

These issues among others are discussed in the next ifinal chapter. 
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Chapter Six 

Sum.mary and Conclusions 

In this final chapter the follcming four sections receptiyely discuss summary of the study. com

ments on the present gowrnment"s policy/strategies to\yards rural dewlopmenL critique of the 

SLA as applied in rural Pakistan for achiewment of sustainable liyelihoods for the peasantry. 

The chapter concl udes with some recommendations. fUl1her research question arising out of this 

study and limitations of the study. 

1.6 Summary of the study / findings 

Generally rural Pakistan is potentially yiable for creating and sustaining the rural liwlihoods. 

Farming as a sector has larger potential that has not been fully exploited and the non-farm sector 

still needs to be explored for sustainable liyelihoods. The inequalities can be leyeled off through 

a better strategy. 

The structural adjustment Programs are creating further hardships for the land poor and landless 

peasantry in Pakistan. Abrupt and gradual \\"ithdra\\al of subsidies unaccompanied \vith the 

necessary institutional reforms are not fayoring the agriculture sector in general and the poorer 

peasantry in particular. Fertilizer subsidies are one example. The cost of production in the agri

culture sector is increasing for the peasantry. In a \\ay this trend is serying as a push factor for 

the peasantry to search out jobs and liwlihoods in the off-tann and non-farm sector. This proc

ess is more implicit for the landless and land poor peasantry. The population increase is not 

proportionate to the existing resource base in the countryside. The climatic change in the last 

few years has been showing in the form of draughts. The rain-fed rural areas are hard hit and the 

livelihoods in those are worst stricken. 

The inequitable po\wr in the hands of landlords manifests itself in the power structure of the 

country. And the nexus of landlords with the po\\er structure in the country is very hard to 

break. It largely determines the access of the less-priyileged land poor and landless peasantry to 

the resources in the countryside. The li\elihood strategies of the medium and poor peasantry are 
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intluenced and shaped by the formal and informal institutions in rural areas. The agranan 

structures and social differentiation are portrayed by the colors of skewed land-O\mership. 

State society and religion generally try to playa mediating role in accessing the rural poor to the 

resources but the aforementioned institution constrains their agency in reaching the poor. Gen

der discrimination excludes the \vomen as a larger section of society from access to the re

sources. 

On the basis of abow evidence the diversification in case of Pakistani peasantry answers both 

as a involuntary response as a survi\'al ! coping strategy in case of the landless and land-poor 

peasantry (belO\v tiw hectare) and an optional course of action for investment and accumulation 

for the rich peasantry and landlords \\ho are reaping the benefits of export-oriented agriculture 

and informal sector expansion at the apex of economy. Since this process has not the capacity to 

dilate. proliferate and expand to the 100ver sections of the society the inequalities are exacerbat

ing. The medium peasantry striws to move up in the ladder with rich peasantry in the course of 

diversification. The agricultural restructuring is mainly the suitable strategy for the medium and 

rich peasantry. Shift to the non-farm activities. as a liwlihood strategy is contestable on the 

criterion of education. age. skills. gender etc. 

Although the abow analysis is not uniwrsally applicable to all the ecological regions in the 

rural Pakistan but the generalizations do sufficiently ans\yer the research questions posed il1 the 

introduction. 

6.2 Policy / strategies studied under the lens of SLA 

r The public \vorks strategy under the khushal Pakistan Program is appreciable from the point 

of view of creating the daily \vage opportunities for the displaced landless and land poor 

peasantry. The other aspect of these civil \vorks in enhancing the rural infrastructure is like

wise a supp0l1 to the rural livelihoods in a larger perspective. 

But the moot point under SLA is that \vhich percentage of real allocation under this develop

ment program goes to the real wages of the rural labor. Right from the fund allocation by the 
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ministry of Finance to the tendering process of the civil \vorks, there are dozens of gmernment 

departments coming bet\yeen the \\"orks on ground and the gO\'ernment treasury. At eYery point 

there is a tendency of funds pilferage. The contractors at the other end haw a choice of em

ploying hem'y construction machinery to save labor. 

The construction sector 111 Pakistan has also a link to the foreign remittances from abroad. 

Usually the foremost priority of immigrants' abroad is to build a new house in the village/tom1. 

This choice has many explanations but the construction sector in Pakistan is greatly promoted 

by these attitudes. State sponsored public \vorks aimed at the rural infrastructure make only a 

part of the gro\\ 1h of rural construction sector. 

Although the deregulation of State Cement Corporation in early 1990s and privatization of 

production and marketing of cement has shot up the price of a bag of cement from Rs.11 0.00 to 

Rs 280.0 in early these years and the steel re-rolling is competitiwly increasing the prices. But 

the construction also speaks of the gro\\1h of informal economy in the urban and semi-urban 

sector. This situation calls for the skill dewlopment of the landless and land-poor peasantry to 

cope \\"ith the persistent demand of skilled labor in this sector. 

The other aspect of the construction sector \\ith regard to gender parity IS that men being 

considered physically stronger get the opportunities in public/private civil \\"orks, thus female 

usually ignored. While apprming the public rural development schemes the environmental 

concerns are seldom considered, thus natural resources get negatively impacted. Clearing down 

dozens of old trees on the pretext of road construction is a common phenomenon in rural Paki

stan. 

Usually heavy investments are made on the infrastructure that is not needed and the same funds 

can be utilized on other scheme or on the infrastructure where it is really needed. There are 

numerous examples of schools and hospital buildings in rural areas where livestock of the local 

landlords are housed. 
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Therefore under the present framework the rural natural resource base have to be saYed. The 

bureaucratic channels have to be cut short. The audit system to be made transparent and eftl

cient. Only those contractors should be awarded the contracts for execution of public works that 

employ gender conscious and labor-intensiw technology. 

T The micro credit program of the Khushali bank really tries to \vork in improving the access 

of the poor to the credit. Thus enhancing the tlnancial capital of the rural poor to create 

sustainable assets. It has trade otT capacity against collateral like land or surety bond to be 

signed by class one officer or local councilor. 

But there are two more aspects to be added that social capital to be exploited as a collateral i.e. a 

group of poor should stand surety for each other's repayment. Exactly on the lines on Grameen 

Bank. And a technical advisory cell in the bank branch for the utilization of loan in the sustain

able micro-enterprises trom the issuance of tlrst installment to the recovery of last installment. 

Failing which the procedural diftlculties and cost of transaction of loans \vould remain as high 

as in the case of ADBp26 and Cooperative banks. 

T In order to utilize the Zakat Usher funds for sustaining the poorest livelihoods, the Ulema 

may be consulted and com-inced to resolve the issue of" Tamlik27
" in Zakat and usher svs-

- -
tem so the sustainable resource base may be created by the state \vhich can help in sustain-

able livelihoods of the poorest of the poor. The food stamps program is cosmetic but a good 

step fOl'\vard in the way of surviyal strategy for poorest of the poor in the society. 

6.3 SLA -how it works 

Sustainable livelihood approach is a holistic model towards achieving sustainable livelihoods. It 

finely divides the whole spectrum of livelihoods and gives a better framework for analysis. It 

has the strength of investigating the ingredients of livelihoods at a micro level. And has a pro

found institutional approach to\vards mediating the access of the poor to the resources. The 

social capital paradigm gives this approach the power to act in the way of bringing in the 

26 Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan. 
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sustainability to the livelihoods. Being non-sector in nature and flexible in application it in

vO!\'es people in e\ery realm of livelihoods. It studies various influences on people' s livelihoods 

and tries to make a link bet\\ten micro and macro contexts. In the project designs SLA can 

venture to achieve sustainable livelihoods. 

HO\\ever SLA has some conceptual difficulties and inherent disabilities in its practical applica

tion on the ground realities including Pakistan. \\hich are given as under. 

On the tirst thought it looks like a descriptiw analysis of the livelihoods within a given set of 

conditions but not prescripti\'e to\\ards favorably changing the contexts and conditions circum

venting the livelihoods. It feels like a model strategy subordinate to the (structuralist) neo

liberal agenda under \\hich the structural adjustment programs are formulated. Its potential 

approach is to cure the \\Tongs of the fonner to the people's livelihoods. So in a \vay it is said 

that it hides more than it reveals in the de\'elopment process. As Ellis (2000: 162) tries to link 

policy reforms on deregulation. stabilization. adjustment etc with the sustainable livelihoods, 

seems a protracted agenda. And the way of questioning the contexts looks flaccid one. 

The diversification paradigm \\ithin this model has both merits and demerits. I'v1erits in the 

sense that during seasonal slackness and risk conditions it widens the choices of the peasantry 

and attempts to create dependable endo\\ments. But the demerits also go \\ith it. As we ha\'e 

seen in this case study that in the absence of equally enabling environment for all kinds of peas

antry diversitication creates further inequalities bet\\een rich and poor. And leaves fewer 

chances for the poorer peasantry to di\ersif")'. Gender, age and education ditTerences equally 

negatively impact the chances to di\ersit"), in case of women. elderly and uneducated. 

Social capital paradigm \\"ithin this framework is a complex notion. And there are not cut and 

dried slices of assets and capital to be combined or manipulated for creating the sustainable 

livelihoods. Thus sequencing and clustering of different capital and assets are the unfinished 

questions. Each type of capital depends on other. 

2- Tam IiI\. is the notion of possession of the money by the poor out of Zabt fund and not the job. service or a 
good. Ulema are the Islamic scholars. 
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The entry point of SLA in the project designing for Pakistan as enyisaged by DFID is the social 

capital. But this is a wry complex reality in the face of pO\\er relations. \yhich virtually con

strain the access of poor to the resource base in the country. So the entry points for SLA 

whether institutional or contextual are challenging the present institutional frame\york in Paki

stan's context. 

I try to bring out at this stage another aspect of social capital as an asset deeply embedded. in 

the rural social structure of Pakistan. It is the spiritual aspect of social capital or simply the 

spiritual capital, \yhich plays a distinct and categorical role in the rural areas parallel with the 

extended family and friendship net\yorks. It controls liYes of more than tifty percent of the 

ruralites in Pakistan. This capital has not been captured so far and the dewlopment paradigms 

like modernization or neo-classical models take it as anti-development discourse. Virtually the 

saints and their shrines. mosques and madrassas (religious schools) existed among the rural poor 

in the Indian sub-continent oyer centuries. The representati\"es of this school of thought in Islam 

have been playing an actiw role in the local and national politics. This platform has the poten

tial to depart from the agrarian structures in the country. These serve the poor and non-poor 

alike. Direct food proyision to thousands of poor disciples, arranging liyelihoods and integrating 

them \\-ith the rich has been their salient feature. The amulets and \yitchcraft historically had the 

superstitiollS po\yer of persuading the non-ricl1 to give a space to t11e underprivileged in tl1c 

society. But this capital in the country is unorganized and undirected in the dewlopment proc

ess. The spiritual clergy can reconstruct the discourse on social justice and equity in the country 

both through enhancement of access to the resources to the rural poor and proliferation of fam

ily planing techniques. If social capital paradigm in the sustainable livelihood approach sub

stantially and more prudently brings this aspect into play, it can give an entry point into the 

arena of sustainable livelihoods in rural Pakistan. 
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6.4 Recommendations 

Besides the comments on the present poverty alleviation program as giwn abo\'e it is suggested 

in the larger interest of sustainable liwlihoods that rural development policy and practice should 

include the . 

• :. Land tenure reforms (either state led or markets led) on priority. The appropriate agricultural 

land holdings as explained earlier can not only provide the liwlihoods to million of rural poor 

but can also make them sustainable. The new market led reforms have the potential of gender 

equity in joint titling and an exit for those landlords \\'ho no more are a part of larger farming 

sector of the country because of their more diwrsified activities. But my point is not to recom

mend the market led reform where state can effectiwly and pro-actively implement the 1977 

land reforms act. 

.:. Population control policy to be integrated with the rural dewlopment policy. As far as the 

population explosion is not put under control the etTorts to make the livelihoods sustainable can 

not be fruitful. Similarly education policy has to integrate rural female education in the main 

focus. Unless \\omen are empo\vered and have control O\er their personal decisions the efforts 

to from outside can hardly \york . 

• :. The NGOs. (BOs and official statistical organizations to make a data net\vork on the basis of 

concrete capitals of the rural people incorporating the SLA elements with especial reference to 

gender. multi-sector income diversity, environmental concerns etc. to facilitate the future stud

ies on the basis of rural liwlihood approach 

.:. State and civil society organizations should try to capitalize on the social capital of the people in 

such a planned and scientific manner that the regeneration of new social assets for some should 

not restrain others to access the same. In short the build up of social capital should largely be a 

win- win game for all to make it sustainable for the landless and land poor peasantry in Paki

stan. 
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.:. Research on the cross cutting themes of rural development policy. diwrsitication. Pakistani 

Peasantry and sustainable liYelihoods should continue. 

Out of the aboYe discussions the follo\ving further research question arises. 

Ho\\ can mIcro realities of rural liYelihoods in Pakistan be inserted 111 the macro-ecOn0l11lC 

policies? A response from Sustainable LiYelihoods Approach. 

6.S Limitations of study 

Needless to say the that study is dependent on the secondary data available in various articles, 

books. Economic Survey of Pakistan. Agricultural Census of Pakistan. periodicals. on Internet 

and the vie\\s expressed are of \arious authors. which inform and support the main argument in 

favor of rclati\Oely sustainable livelihoods of the peasants in Pakistan. This limitation forces the 

study to the hypothesis that diwrsification is not only a viable option for the medium and rich 

peasantry in the \\ay of sustainable liYelihoods. At the same time it is an involuntary response 

of the poorer peasantry to the structural conditions in the country. 

The Sustainable liYelihood approach is very new to the Pakistan context. The lack of data in the 

above sources or at-least its tenability to the application of SLA is also confessed. Perhaps. it is 

hoped. if the livelihood approach is considered in future in enumerating, collection and inter-

pretation in otIlcial documents. it will help in the future research studies. 

Since this is a new study of its sort to empirically evaluate the livelihoods strategies of peas

antry in Pakistan in post- reform era. and the policy and sustainable livelihoods model: both 

were tested on the criterion of sustainability. it was hard to gather the relevant data on the topic. 

And it \vas concluded that sustainable livelihood approach could not help the aforementioned 

situation without particularly enhancing the capacity of the institutions mediating the access of 

people to the resources. 
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